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This month’s editorial has 

been removed. 
 

 
Due to an unfortunate and stupid mistake on my part, 
I have unintentionally created a problem that has had 
a negative personal cause and effect for a few teams 
and friends in the PSD Community.   
 
Mistake or not, even the hint that I caused a problem 
within our PSD community 
is abhorrent to me.  
 

In the latest issue of PSDiver 
Monthly, I presented an 
editorial that has caused more 
feedback that I have received 
in the history of the magazine. 
I wish I could say it was all 
good feedback but it is not. The 
fallout in one instance was so 
personal, I am compelled to 
take a break today and work to 
do what I can to correct the 
issue. 
 
The final version of PSDiver Monthly is my work. The 
editorial is my mine alone. I do not get to pass blame or 
spin things to divert responsibility. I am accountable and 
have to own my mistakes.  

 
Most of the time I get things right; in the last issue with 
the editorial – not so much.  
 
Here is what happened. 
 

The published editorial was a corrected version of the 
first draft – not my final draft. The drafts were similar in 
concept but had been rewritten and were dramatically 
different than the file I used. When I inserted the file into 
the magazine file, I picked the wrong one.  I made a stupid 

mistake and it was one I did not 
realize had been make until it was 
too late to correct.  
 

 And I have to say; when I screw up 
I do it very well. 
 

I had a concept to present that was 
based on opinions I have shared for 
quite a while about PSDivers and 
basic scuba skills. Since I started 
teaching public safety diving 
programs years ago, and 
particularly over the past seven 

years, I have incorporated and challenged my students in 
every class with a series of basic scuba skill exercises. 
When I had scuba instructors and dive masters in the 
class I held them to a slightly higher standard. (Most of the 
time they were recreational and I introduced them to a 

http://www.underwaterconference.com
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class with a series of basic scuba skill exercises. When I 
had scuba instructors and dive masters in the class I held 
them to a slightly higher standard. (Most of the time they 
were recreational and I introduced them to a new 
definition of basic scuba skills mastery). I would 
demonstrate the exercises and they would attempt them.  
 

We would work on their skills and ways to improve them. 
Participants were able to challenge themselves with the 
tasks and had immediate personal feedback on how well 
they did. Each class was encouraged to 
incorporate some of the same basic 
skills challenges into their team 
training. The goal was to give them 
usable tools to build their level of skills 
far past those of the recreational scuba 
community.  
 

As a result of the recent published 
editorial, it seems like a few people 
from every class I have taught, assisted 
with or participated in for the last 20+ 
years were offended because they 
thought I was talking about them. 
When I went back and reread the 
editorial; knowing I had published the 
wrong version and released it to the 
world – I realized just how bad some 
could interpret my words. 
 

I have many friends in the industry and 

have already been sternly reminded that I have a 
responsibility to the PSD community that supersedes my 
ability to be complacent when offering any opinions.  
 

With PSDiver Monthly I created a vehicle that gives Public 
Safety Diving a more defined identity and the PSD 
community a voice. Because of what I do, I have become 
and accepted the responsibility of being an advocate for 
the PSD community.  
 

This mistake has slammed home the 
reminder to me how deep and 
encompassing that responsibility is. When I 
make a mistake, the fallout is more than 
personal. In this instance, my mistake 
angered a few, and in one case caused harm.  
 

Being angry with me, I can live with. At this 
point, no one thinks I was being malicious; 
most who wrote are mad because they did 
work to improve and felt I was being unfair 
and judgmental.  
 

Knowing that my mistake caused harm, I 
can only offer my sincerest apologies and 
hope I will be allowed to do everything I 
can to correct the problem. 
 

As PSDivers, we sometimes tend to learn 
more from our mistakes than our successes. 
This incident has heightened my resolve to 

http://www.tritech.co.uk
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get things right and raised my personal bar. I have to 
accept responsibility for my mistakes and will work to 
correct the problems I created for a select few. I will take 
measures to prevent a similar mistake in the future.  
 

Most of you know I recently retired. My intention has 
always been to devote more time to my involvement 
within the PSD industry. This incident, though slight to the 
majority, was unintentionally a massive slap in the face to 
some. Even more distressing to me personally, they 
happen to be some of the folks I have the most respect for 
within our community.  
 

While the issue is personal and will not be discussed 
here or anywhere else, they deserve this public 
apology. 
 

I have been advocating that the PSD community as a 
whole, up their game by moving beyond recreational 
levels of training and into an as yet defined level of 
professional diver.  
 

This event cashed my reality check and I will do as I 
teach. I will work to improve the quality and level of 
professionalism implied and exhibited both personally 
and by PSDiver Monthly. 
 

Dive Safe, 
Mark Phillips  

Editor / Publisher  

PSDiver Monthly  

Special to PSDiver 
 

Side-scan Sonar 
4th in the Mini Sonar Series 

by Mark Atherton 
 

Without question, the best wide-area underwater search 
tool in the SAR team’s toolbox is side-scan sonar.  

Today’s systems are easy to use, simple to deploy and 
generate amazing images. And the sonar principles, 

geometry and data interpretation described in previously 
published articles for scanning sonar apply to this 

instrument.   
 
The significant difference between the two systems is 

side-scan is towed to 
generate the data 

whereas scanning sonar 
produces its best 
imagery from a fixed 

and stable position. 
 

This article begins with 
an important question: 
 

Using side-scan 

sonar, how long will it 
take to search a one 
square nautical mile 

(6076’ X 6076’/ 
1852m X 1852m) 

with the following 
constraints?  ** 
 

**There is a free copy of 

Echoes and Images, The 

Encyclopedia of Side-Scan and 

Scanning Sonar Operations to 

the first team that e-mails the 

correct search time!  E&I will 

pick up the postage for any 

US or Canadian destination. 
 

E-mail your answer to 

info@echoesandimages.com 

and tell us how you figured 

out the answer. 
 

The next sonar article will 

post the name of the 

individual or team that 

provides the correct answer, 

and how to complete the 

calculation. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/PSDivers-PublicSafetyDiversForum
mailto:info@echoesandimages.com
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 The side-scan range selection is set to 25m/82’ 
(because of the target size and shape and the 

beam angle of the sonar transducer). 

 The required overlapping coverage is 50% so there 

is limited chance of positioning the target in the 
sonar nadir (that area directly beneath the towfish) 
where the signal is in compression - and potentially 

missed.  

 The search vessel speed is 4 knots. 

 The turn-around time at the end of each line is 5 
minutes. 

 It is a flat benign bottom and 

the weather is perfect. 

An answer of “as long as it takes” is 

unacceptable.  You have to be able 
to calculate the search time 
because whoever is responsible for 

coordinating the operation needs 
this information to figure out what 

resources are needed and what it is 
going to cost.  

 
Here are some helpful hints: 

 Convert everything to a 

common unit of 
measurement if you are not 

comfortable switching 
between feet and metres.  

 Side-scan swath coverage is 

double the selected range. 

 Take a piece of graph paper 

and draw out the lines and 

overlapping coverage to confirm the math. 

Remember how the side-scan image is generated – thin 

lines of data.  When correctly aligned they produce an 
almost photographic-like image of the seabed.  It is 

critical that each line/ping contiguously aligns with the 
previous.   
 

Any instability in the towfish - albeit pitch, roll, yaw or 
changing speed, changes the geometry of the beam to 

the seabed from one ping to the next. The result is image 
distortion, which ultimately makes the data interpretation 
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more difficult. 
 

There is one person that can make or break a side-scan 
search: the boat driver! 

 
John De Mille, Sales and Marketing Manager for Marine 
Sonic Technology, recently posted a comment on the PS 

Divers forum stating one of the most difficult challenges 
in side-scan operation is not how to run the system, but 

in keeping the survey vessel online in wind and current.  I 
second that statement!   
 

In addition to running the vessel, the vessel operator 
must focus on: 

 Keeping the side-scan tow speed constant over 
bottom.  (The typical speed over ground for single-
beam side-scan is 3-5 knots. A single beam side-

scan is one that emits an acoustic pulse and waits 
for its echoed return before transmitting the next 

ping.) 

 Keeping the vessel on-line using a combination of 

GPS, visual references, compass and other 
navigation inputs.  

 Updating the sonar operator on the proximity of 

other vessels, sea state changes, suspected 
hazards (nets, floats, traps, anchor lines reefs 

etc.). 

 Advising the sonar operator immediately if the 
vessel has to turn off line for any reason. 

 Maintaining communication with the sonar 
operator for course and speed adjustments during 

every turn. 

When operating as a sonar/vessel team, it is easy to 

designate responsibilities and train so that all tasks are 
addressed.   

 
A side-scan operator tasked with working from a vessel of 
opportunity doesn’t have that luxury and keeping a 

search running smoothly and efficiently is a challenge.  
When working with a group unfamiliar with side-scan 

operations, discuss how the system operates with 
everyone involved in the program.  This information 
exchange must include the side-scan launch and recovery 

procedure, cable handing, and potential 
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 safety issues.  One question to ask is what is the man-
overboard  procedure when towing an instrument that, 

when it hits bottom, can snag and 
potentially stop the boat?  

Housekeeping before Leaving 
Dockside 
 

There are side-scan operation specifics to 
address before leaving dockside.   

 
The primary one is umbilical safety and 
handling.  For shallow water operations, 

consider bow-deploying the towfish.  This 

eliminates the headache of handing the 
umbilical.  Just make sure to limit the amount 

of cable deployed to the distance from the 
bow to the vessel’s propeller - less the length 

of the towfish!  When the vessel stops, the 
towfish hangs on the line, so the water depth 
has to be greater than the amount of 

deployed umbilical whenever the vessel slows.   
 

 

Since most SAR teams deploy the side-scan 

towfish by hand, the focus is on umbilical 
safety.  A ‘typical’ hand-deployed cable is 50m 
to 100m (165’ to 330’) in length.  The ratio of 

towfish depth versus cable length is in the 
order of 1/3 or ¼.  For every foot/metre the 

sonar towfish is below the surface, there is 
from three to four feet/metres of cable 

deployed.  Even more important is someone 
has to let out and recover that cable – by 
hand!  It is an unfortunate fact that when the 

arm-strong winch gets tired, the nicety of 
neatly coiling the recovered cable is too often, tossed 

aside.  When there is a rat’s nest of cable on the aft deck, 
you have a safety issue!  
 

 

SAFETY NOTICE: 
 It is highly unlikely, but what happens if the towfish is dragged into 

something and doesn’t let go and this results in a personnel or vessel safety 

issue? The only option may be to cut the umbilical!  Contact your sonar 

supplier and ask what type of cutter they recommend.  
 

Position a pair of electrical lineman’s gloves next to the cutter.  Put these on 

before cutting the umbilical as the voltage going to the towfish may cause an 

electrical shock when being severed. 
 

This emergency umbilical procedure must be part of the safety briefing. 
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Before heading offshore, assemble the system. Make sure 
to secure the sonar computer, power supply and external 

monitor.  Check all fasteners on the towfish and cable 
termination; seize shackles so they don’t inadvertently 

part.   
This is the time to complete a systems’ check.  Start the 
side-scan and conduct a ‘rub test’ where the side-scan 

range is set to maximum and the gain turned up to high.  
Lightly rub the port and starboard transducers – alternate 

between them.  The sonar display should correspondingly 
show a series of returns on each channel.  This simple 
test establishes the sonar is receiving.  Hearing the 

transducer ticking during the rub test is a good indication 
the transmitter is working correctly.    

 
Establish a launch (and recovery) procedure.  Since every 

situation is different, this recommended procedure may 
need tweaking to fit your operation.  Make sure the deck 
crew and the vessel operator understand the process.  It 

is the sonar operator’s responsibility to show deck crew 
how to complete this before turning the operation over to 

them. 
 
Assign someone to keeping the cable coiled (or flaked) 

and organized. 
 

Using a 
cable reel 
with a slip 

ring makes 
this task 

easy.  
Remember 

to secure 
the reel.  
 

When 
planning the 

search check the water depth and - if possible – create 
the search grid to minimize raising and lowering the 
towfish. The person(s) tasked with being the human 

winch will appreciate this!  
 

Let’s use the example of searching in 33’/10m of water.  
Have 99’/30m of cable available; coil and tie the rest off 
to a strongpoint on the vessel.  If something slips, the 

 

Author’s Note:  

  

The advantage in explaining side-scan 

operation and its imagery to the vessel’s 

crew is invaluable.  I have yet in my 

career to find anyone who is not 

fascinated about finding something 

underwater. When they take an interest 

in the project, deck personnel are more 

likely to keep the sonar operator 

informed of potential hazards. Show the 

Team or vessel crew some recorded data 

and explain its interpretation. 
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maximum length of cable that can go over the side 
reduces to the unsecured section. 

 
Ask your side-scan supplier to provide or recommend a 

cable grip or stopper.  In the absence of a tow post on 
the aft deck on which to wrap and secure the sonar 
umbilical, a Prusik knot or safety belt hitch tied to the tow 

cable is another option (check out 

www.animatedknots.com to learn 
these knots); tie the standing end of 

the line to a strong point on the 
vessel.  Test the knot on the cable 

before heading offshore and ensure it 
doesn’t slip (which can happen on an 
umbilical with a smooth shiny surface 

coating – and even more so on small 
diameter cable).  Never secure a 

sonar umbilical smaller than its 
minimum bend radius (information 
available from the side-scan or 

umbilical supplier). 
 

Towfish Launch  
 

1: Review a marine chart of the area 
and reconfirm the water depth and 

the location of any reefs or shoaling. 
If no charts are available, take the 
time to collect typical water depths in 

the search area using the vessel’s 
echo sounder. 
 

2:  Position the vessel outside the 

search area.  With the vessel stopped 
or at dead slow, lower the towfish 

into the water.  Keep everyone out of 
the cable bight AND do not let the towfish transducers 
contact the vessel’s gunnel, rub rail or hull. With the 

“fish” in the water, instruct the helm to slowly bring the 
vessel to search speed (typically 3-5 knots) and 

approach the first line. The distance needed getting the 
towfish to depth is contingent upon water depth and 

the amount of cable required.  
 

http://www.animatedknots.com/
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3: Align the vessel so it is heading 
straight to the start of the search 

line while deploying the umbilical.   
 Continue letting out cable until 

the towfish is 10 to 15% of the 
selected scale range above 
bottom.  Err to the high side until 

you get a feel as to the bottom 
topography.  Depending on the 

system used, the towfish height is 
determined by viewing the nadir 
(that blank strip in the center of 

the side-scan record) and the first 
return.  Compare that to the range scale lines on the 

sonar display. Some systems extract this distance from 
the record and display it as a numeric value on the 
screen. 
 

4:  Secure the cable. 
 

5:  Start recording as soon as the vessel enters the 
boundary of the search area.  
 

6:  Log the start of line time, line number, vessel 

speed over bottom, the motor RPM (if available), 
direction and the amount of cable deployed. 
 

7:  Continue along the line at a 
fixed speed.    
 

8:  Stop recording after the 

vessel plus the length of 
deployed umbilical exits the 
search area. 

 

During the turn, it’s critical the 
operator monitor the towfish 

height above bottom.  Like a 

water-skier on a towrope, the 
moment the vessel changes course 

the rope goes slack and the skier 
begins to slow down.  The same 

occurs with the side-scan towfish 
when the vessel turns to a new line; 
like the skier the ‘fish’ begins to slow 

and drop to bottom. 
Changing a side-scan towfish from 

its primary design into an expensive 
core sampler is never recommended. 
 

 To avoid impacting bottom, option 
one is to recover enough umbilical so that the amount 

deployed is less than the water depth. A second is to 
increase vessel speed as this raises the towfish height in 
the water column.  The third and best option is to use a 

combination of umbilical recovery and increased vessel 
speed.   
 

When approaching the next line ensure the turn is 
complete and the towfish is following directly astern the 

vessel when crossing into the search area, the speed is 
reduced and any recovered umbilical during the turn is 
redeployed so the towfish is at the recommended 10% of 

the selected range scale above 
bottom. 
 

 Another issue in a turn is target 
interpretation.  Targets on the 
outside of the turn receive fewer 

pings than one on the inside and 
the result is image distortion. Be 

extremely cautious on qualifying 
a target viewed during a turn - 
and the tighter the turn the more 

 

Author’s Note: 
 

The first question in any sonar search is 

“What’s the minimum size target that 

must be resolved?”  This and the 

horizontal beam angle of the transducer 

primarily dictate the range selection. 
 

Review previous sonar articles to 

calculate the acoustic footprint of the 

sonar beam at any given range.  To begin 

to define a target’s shape requires at 

least two pings – and preferably more on 

target. 

Mark Atherton’s 
Echoes and Images, The 

Encyclopedia of Side-Scan 

and Scanning Sonar 
Operations is the how-to 

guide for side-scan and 
scanning sonar operations. 

 

For more information or to 
purchase your own copy, go to                                  

http://echoesandimages.com/ 
 

http://echoesandimages.com/
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so the interpretation caution. 
 

When it comes to target 

interpretation remember to look for 
a target that:   
 

 is out of character with 
the natural bottom 

returns 

 

 has the size and shape 
of the target of interest 

 

Another important indicator is the 
target shadow.  However, shadow 

length varies depending where the 
target is located within the range 
coverage.  If the towfish is directly 

above the target in compression its 
acoustic shadow may be limited or 

nonexistent.  This is one of the main 
reasons for overlapping coverage between lines.  When 
looking for smaller targets, one positioned in the sonar 

nadir on one line shows up in the record center on the 
next adjacent line when using 50% overlapping coverage. 
 

Towfish Recovery.   
 

 At some 
point, the 

towfish 
needs to be 

recovered.  
Consider the 
water depth 

and the 
length of 

cable deployed. When the umbilical length in the water is 

less than the depth bring the vessel to a stop and haul it 
in.  If, however, the deployed umbilical exceeds the 
depth, it is best to recover with the vessel moving at 

search speed until the cable length is less than the depth. 
Avoid hitting the transducers on the side of the vessel 

when hauling the towfish out of the water.  Secure the 
towfish so it cannot slide on deck. 
 

About the Author: 
 

Mark W. Atherton is Special Projects Manager at 
Kongsberg Mesotech Ltd.  He is also the author of 
Echoes and Images, The Encyclopedia of Side-

Scan and Scanning Sonar Operations.   
  

 

Author’s Note:   
 

There is reasonable argument to continue 

recording during the turn from one line to 

the next.  The issue I have is the length 

of the recorded file and being able to 

differentiate one line from the next within 

that single file.  By individually recording 

each one, you can look at the file list and 

know exactly what lines are completed.  
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NEWS 
 

Police search of mine shaft, fails to uncover 
remains of murdered Bathurst man Andrew 
Russell 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-09-16/russell-search/4959536?&section=news 

16 Sep 2013 

 

PHOTO: Police divers search for the remains of murdered 

Bathurst man Andrew Russell in a disused mine shaft at 

Wattle Flat. (Police Media) 
MAP: Wattle Flat 2795 

 

Police say they are still hopeful of finding the remains of 
murdered Bathurst man Andrew Russell, despite another 

search proving fruitless. 

 
Divers from the Police Rescue Squad searched an 

abandoned mine shaft near Wattle Flat last week after 
receiving information from the public. 

 
Inspector Colin Cracknall says the officers have returned 
to Sydney without making any recoveries. 

 
He says it is crucial anyone with information makes 

contact with police. 
 

"That doesn't mean to say that the information that was 
provided to us was incorrect, it just means maybe that 
we've misinterpreted the exact location where we should 

be looking," he said. 
 

"So we would continue to ask members of the public to 
provide any information that they might have in relation 
to this matter they can do that anonymously even 

through Crimestoppers or by contacting the detectives at 
Bathurst Police Station." 

 
Twenty-three year old Andrew Russell was last seen alive 
in June 2009 and 26 year old Tony Simmons was charged 

with his murder in January this year. 
 

Inspector Cracknall says officers are still hopeful of 
making a recovery. 
 

"We believe so, I mean as everybody would be aware 
we've already made arrests in relation to that matter and 

now we would really like to locate the remains so that the 
family can place the body to rest," he said. 

 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-09-16/russell-search/4959536?&section=news
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-09-16/andrew-russell-searchjpg/4960352
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-09-16/andrew-russell-searchjpg/4960352
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-09-16/andrew-russell-searchjpg/4960352
http://maps.google.com/?q=-33.1167,149.6833(Wattle%20Flat%202795)&z=5
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More firefighters join Ridgewood dive 
team 
http://www.northjersey.com/news/224070071_More_firefighters_join_Ridgewo

od_dive_team.html 
9/17/2013 DARIUS AMOS - RIDGEWOOD NEWS 
 

Widespread flooding in the wake of recent weather 
disasters such as Hurricane Irene and Superstorm Sandy 
has placed new emphasis on water rescue in Bergen 

County, particularly for towns that border naturally 
occurring brooks and streams. Two years removed from 

one of the worst flood events in village history, 
the Ridgewood Fire Department has bolstered its swift 

water rescue team, adding eight new members who 
recently obtained their Open Water Diving Certification. 
 

Eight Ridgewood firefighters recently completed their 
Open Water Diving Certification, joining 12 other certified 

divers that make up the Ridgewood Fire Department 
Professional Dive Team. Back row from left: Mike 
Kakolewski, Matt Ramge, Chris Wolfstirn, instructor Tony 

Petrak, Jim Kakolewski, Kurt Harba, Brendan Corcoran 

and 
divemaster 

Geoff Morris. 
Front row 

from left: 
Greg 
Corcoran, 

divemaster 
Susanne 

Warfield and 
Matt 
Bombace. 

 
With two rivers and several ponds in its jurisdiction, 

including a sandy-bottomed municipal swimming pool, the 
fire department has maintained a professional dive team 
for nearly two decades. The recent addition brings the 

unit's membership to 20 firefighters who have diving 
certification. 

 
The eight new members - Matt Bombace, Brendan 

Corcoran, Greg Corcoran, Kurt Harba, Jim Kakolewski, 
Mike Kakolewski, Matt Ramge and Chris Wolfstirn - tested 
their underwater skills earlier this month at Graydon Pool, 

its lake-like waters providing ample conditions for 
training. Training was conducted under the supervision of 

instructor Tony Petrak and divemasters Geoff Morris and 
Susanne Warfield, of Blue Water Divers. 
 

"The firefighters were already certified and so they were 
running their own drills," said Warfield, adding that she 

and Blue Water Divers owner Dave Riccinti were on hand 
to answer "any additional questions that the new open 
water divers may have had." 

 
 

PHOTO COURTESY OF SUSANNE WARFIELD 

http://www.northjersey.com/news/224070071_More_firefighters_join_Ridgewood_dive_team.html
http://www.northjersey.com/news/224070071_More_firefighters_join_Ridgewood_dive_team.html
http://www.northjersey.com/authors/?name=DARIUS%20AMOS
http://www.northjersey.com/news/bergen
http://www.northjersey.com/news/bergen
http://www.northjersey.com/ridgewood
http://media.northjersey.com/images/RidgewoodFiremen_090613_rn_tif_.jpg
www.spareair.com
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To attain 
certification, 

candidates must 
complete a 

series of 
classroom and 
in-pool sessions, 

which are then 
followed by an 

open water 
test. Ridgewood'
s firefighters 

were certified 
through Blue 

Waters at Dutch 
Springs in 
Bethlehem, Pa. 

 
Last month, the county distributed 25 new swift water 

rescue suits to 11 fire departments, including Ridgewood, 
and the Bergen County Police Department. The purchase 

was made through a $40,000 Homeland Security Grant 
and was seen as a need following floods that occurred 
after the two most recent hurricanes touched ground 

in Bergen. 
 

As Hurricane Irene passed through Ridgewood and 
surrounding towns in Bergen and Rockland counties, both 
the Saddle River and Ho-Ho-Kus Brook elevated well 

beyond their flood levels and inundated the village's low-
lying neighborhoods. Flood waters rushed and invaded 

many houses, trapping dozens of residents who had 
hoped to ride out the storm in their homes. 
 

The fire department responded, using the swift water 
rescue team and its emergency boats to evacuate those 

residents from their homes. 
 

Emergency situations caused by last year's major storm, 

Sandy, were driven by wind and did not require any water 
rescues, Ridgewood emergency officials said. But swift 

water rescue efforts were needed to evacuate residents in 
low-lying towns along the Hackensack River, 
including Little Ferry and Moonachie. 

 
Though Ridgewood was not called upon to aid in 

evacuations during Sandy, towns with rescue teams 
closer to the central Bergen area provided resources.  
 

"There is tremendous value 
in having a resource like a 

swift water rescue team at 
the local level. [The village 
has] seen the need in recent 

years, such as during 
Tropical Storm Floyd and 

Hurricane Irene," said 
Jeremy Kleiman, coordinator 
of Ridgewood's Office of 

Emergency Management. 
 

"During widespread natural 
disasters, where the entire 

county or state is affected or 
is under a state of 
emergency, external 

resources like swift water 
rescue teams may not be 

available to respond 

 
2009 Wright Ave., La Verne, CA 

91750 
Phone: (626) 339-6673 

Fax: (626) 331-8584 
http://seahorse.net/ 

http://www.northjersey.com/ridgewood
http://www.northjersey.com/ridgewood
http://www.northjersey.com/news/bergen
http://www.northjersey.com/news/bergen
http://www.northjersey.com/ridgewood
http://www.northjersey.com/news/bergen
http://www.northjersey.com/saddleriver
http://www.northjersey.com/ho-ho-kus
http://www.northjersey.com/ridgewood
http://www.northjersey.com/hackensack
http://www.northjersey.com/littleferry
http://www.northjersey.com/moonachie
http://www.northjersey.com/ridgewood
http://www.northjersey.com/ridgewood
http://seahorse.net/
www.omniswivel.com
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to Ridgewood to help. Having our own team within the 
village makes us more self-sufficient and less reliant on 

outside agencies who may be stretched too thin to help," 
Kleiman said. 

 
In addition to removing individuals who have fallen into a 
body of water and evacuating homeowners from flooded 

areas, swift water rescue incidents also include rescuing 
individuals from vehicles that have been driven into deep  

water. 
  

Divers recover $4,000 in stolen property 

from bottom of canal; suspect arrested 
http://www.fox44.com/news/crimetracker/divers-recover-4000-stolen-
property-bottom-canal-suspect-arrested 

September 18, 2013 Samantha Morgan New 
Media Manager 
 

 
Photo provided by the St. Mary Parish Sheriff's Office. 

 

FRANKLIN, LA (FOX44) — Over $4,000 in property was 

recovered from the bottom of canal in Franklin by divers. 
The items were located while deputies investigated a 

series of burglaries that happened in the area. 

 
The St. Mary Parish Sheriff’s Office reports that the 

investigation began on Aug. 26 after they received three 
complaints in the Franklin area. Detectives identified 

Damien A. Hale, 23, as a possible suspect and alerted 
neighboring agencies to be on the lookout. 
 

Several days later the Berwick Police Department 
arrested Hale after he allegedly committed a probation 

violation. They then notified St. Mary deputies that he 
was in custody. 
At the same time, detectives were able to locate Hale’s 

pick-up truck in the Patterson area. They searched the 
surrounding area and located several items that seemed 

to be hidden. They included fishing gear and tools and 
matched descriptions of items that had been reported 
stolen during the burglaries in Franklin. 

 
Acting on information provided to detectives, a dive team 

was sent in to search the nearby Yokely Canal. They were 
able to recover more tools and items that had been 

reported stolen during the burglaries. 
 
Most of the items have been returned to their rightful 

owners. However, they located a shotgun and have not 
yet identified the owner. 

 
Hale was arrested and charged with Simple Burglary, 
Felony Theft (2 counts), Theft (2 counts) and Possession 

of Stolen Things. Officials say the investigation is 
ongoing. They have possibly linked Hale to a fourth theft 

and believe there may be additional victims who have not 
yet been identified. 
 

Click here to view more pictures from the 
recovery of the stolen items. 

http://www.northjersey.com/ridgewood
http://www.fox44.com/news/crimetracker/divers-recover-4000-stolen-property-bottom-canal-suspect-arrested
http://www.fox44.com/news/crimetracker/divers-recover-4000-stolen-property-bottom-canal-suspect-arrested
http://www.nbc33tv.com/divers-recover-stolen-pro
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Foss Lake Discovery: Recovered Vehicles 
Shed Light on Cold Cases 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/19/vehicles-in-oklahoma-
lake_n_3953193.html 

By KRISTI EATON 09/19/13 08:31 PM ET EDT    

VIDEO ON SITE 
 

 
Authorities in Oklahoma on Tuesday recovered two 

vehicles from a lake that contain the bodies of five 

people who may have been missing for decades. | AP 
 
FOSS, Okla. — Skeletal remains found inside two 
vehicles that were pulled from an Oklahoma lake may 

take years to identify, if they are identifiable at all, 
depending on DNA samples investigators can recover 
from bones that may have been submerged for decades, 

authorities said Thursday. 
Investigators believe the remains of six people were 

recovered this week from Foss Lake in western 
Oklahoma. The bones have been sent to the state medical 
examiner's office, which will begin its investigation into 

the cause of death and whether there was any foul play 
involved, Custer County Sheriff Bruce Peoples said. 

 
The medical examiner will also conduct DNA testing to 

determine the identities, but Peoples said the success 
largely hinges on the quality of DNA samples that the 

remains produce. 
 
The remains were found after a dive team testing sonar 

equipment discovered two cars in the lake, a 1969 
Camaro and an early 1950s Chevrolet. Both vehicles were 

in only about 12 feet of mucky water about 50 feet from 
the end of a boat ramp. 
 

Although tests are pending, Peoples said he was confident 
the Camaro was carrying three teenagers who 

disappeared in 1970. Peoples believes the Camaro 
recovered Tuesday matches 
closely with the 1969 

Camaro owned by Jimmy 
Williams, who vanished 

along with classmates 
Thomas Michael Rios and 

Leah Johnson while they 
were driving to a high school 
football game.  

The remains recovered from 
the other car may be those 

of two men and a woman 
who disappeared from the 
area in 1969. 

 
Amy Elliott, spokeswoman 

for the medical examiner's 
office, said in a statement 
that an in-house 

anthropologist would 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/19/vehicles-in-oklahoma-lake_n_3953193.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/19/vehicles-in-oklahoma-lake_n_3953193.html
http://www.dui-online.com
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examine the remains. 
Identification will be 

attempted through 
anthropological and possibly 

forensic pathological 
methods, she said. 
 

"Depending on the features 
of these remains and their 

state of preservation, 
identification can take 
anywhere from days to 

years," she said in the 
statement. "In some cases, 

if the DNA is degraded, 
positive identification using 
scientific means may not be 

possible." 
 

There is no evidence at this 
point that there was any criminal activity involved, 

Peoples said. The sheriff said there was no way to be 
certain, but that it appears with "high probability" that 
both cars simply drove down a country road and into the 

lake. 
 

By Thursday, the scene at Foss Lake had returned to 
normal and there was little trace of any activity at the 
ramp. Peoples said the cars were moved to an 

undisclosed location Wednesday night after investigators 
finished gathering evidence. 

 
He earlier said he wasn't surprised the murky waters held 
a secret. "This lake isn't crystal clear. It's a typical 

western Oklahoma lake with a lot of silt in it. The visibility 
is only 6 to 12 inches on a good day," he said. 

 

Woman trapped in flooded car rescued 
by dive team 
http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=news/local/chicago_news&id=9255188 

September 19, 2013 Eric Horng   Video on Site 

 

 (CHICAGO) (WLS) -- A woman who found herself 
trapped in flood waters during last night's storms gives 
ABC7 a firsthand account of her ordeal. She was rescued 

by Chicago firefighters. 
 

Engine 13, where the Chicago Fire Department dive team 
is headquartered, had a very busy night on Wednesday. 
The calls for help came one after another. Chicago Fire 

Department divers responding to numerous reports of 
drivers stranded beneath flooded viaducts. 

 

www.aqualung.com/ps.html 

 

 
http://abclocal.go.com/wls/video?id=9255213&pid=9255188 

http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=news/local/chicago_news&id=9255188
http://abclocal.go.com/wls/bio?section=resources/inside_station/newsteam&id=7725093
http://abclocal.go.com/wls/video?id=9255213&pid=9255188
http://www.aqualung.com/militaryandprofessional/us-en/us-en_publicsafety.html
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"It was a large 
amount of rain 

that came down in 
a very short period 

of time, and it 
affected our 
roadways," said 

Dist. Chief Ron 
Domeker, Chicago 

Fire Dept. 
 
Among the callers, 

was Elvira Bassett-
Boyd. 
 
"I was saying Oh 
my God. What is 

this? I kept telling, 
I've never seen 

nothing like this in 
my whole life," 

said Elvira Bassett-Boyd, rescued from flooded car. 
 
The 72-year-old was in her car on the West Side trying to 

get home, but she kept being detoured by flooded 
intersections. 

 
She grew anxious after learning her 84-year-old husband 
had fallen down at home, and the power had gone out. 

 
"I was worried 

about her out 
there in that 
water. And I told 

her don't go in 

there," said James 
Boyd, husband. 

Bassett-Boyd 
found what she 

thought was a way 
home, beneath a 
flooded viaduct at 

Talman and Lake. 
But she soon 

realized she'd 
underestimated 
the depth of the 

water. 
 

"I tried to back up 

and that's when 
the wave hit, 

pushed me further 
in, and then the 
car turned catty 

corner," said 
Bassett-Boyd. 
 

As the water rose quickly, she called 9-1-1. 
 

Fire department divers arrived within minutes because 

they were already in the neighborhood answering other 
calls. 
 

Bassett-Boyd says a dive team carried her from the car. 
 

"I feel blessed, blessed, blessed," said Bassett-Boyd. 
 

"If you're ever unsure the height of the water under those 

viaducts, just completely avoid it," said Dist. Chief 
Domeker. 

 
Flash floods created a mess for Chicago commuters on Wednesday, 

September 18, 2013. (WLS Photo) 

Related Content 
 STORY: Flash floods hit 

Chicago area 
 

 PHOTOS:Flash floods strike 
Chicago 

http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=news/local/chicago_news&id=9253734
http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=news/local/chicago_news&id=9253734
http://abclocal.go.com/wls/gallery?section=news/local&id=9254261&photo=1&pid=9255188
http://abclocal.go.com/wls/gallery?section=news/local&id=9254261&photo=1&pid=9255188
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 If you do make the mistake of driving into floodwaters, 

and you get stuck, the fire department recommends you 
leave the vehicle only if you think it's safe to get to higher 
ground. If not, stay in the vehicle or get on top of it, and 

call 911. 
 

Firefighter sonar exercise finds lost 
plane in Lake Norman 
http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2013/09/22/4331509/sonar-

exercise-finds-lost-plane.html#.Ul8UF4Y3uLg 

Sunday, Sep. 22, 2013By Mark Washburn 

 
Firefighters sailed into a deep mystery this month during 

a training exercise on Lake Norman. 
 
On Sept. 5, while using a side-scan sonar unit on the 

306-square-mile, man-made 
lake, Charlotte firefighters 

spotted an anomaly on the 
murky bottom – a crisp 

image of a small plane. 
 
Charlotte Fire Department 

divers suited up and dove to 
the object, nearly 100 feet 

below the surface. There was 
no evidence of human 
remains in the fuselage, 

Charlotte Fire Capt. Robert 
Brisley said Saturday. 

 
Information about the single-
engine plane, including its 

tail number, was turned over 

the Federal 
Aviation 

Administration, 
which is searching 

records to 
determine the 
plane’s owner. 

 
Brisley said the 

wreckage was 
found in the lake’s 
main channel, 

near the 
Mecklenburg-

Iredell line. It was 
not clear how long 
the plane had 

been there. 
 

Observer archives 
show at least one 

aircraft has been 
lost and never 
recovered since 

Norman was 
created in the 

early 1960s – a 
small seaplane 
that sank in the south end of the 34-mile-long lake in the 

late 1970s. 
 

A U.S. Air Force plane crashed into the mud near Duke 
Power State Park in 1964, killing the pilot. And in 2010, a 
single-engine Beech F33A crashed in about 50 feet of 

 

 
Charlotte Fire Department sonar 

image of a plane lying on the 

bottom of Lake Norman. During a 

training exercise on September 5 

while testing a side-scan sonar unit 

on the lake, Charlotte firefighters 

spotted a crisp image of a small 

plane in the lake's main channel, 

near the Mecklenburg-Iredell line. 

Charlotte Fire Department divers 

found no evidence of human 

remains in the fuselage. 

CHARLOTTE FIRE DEPARTMENT 

http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2013/09/22/4331509/sonar-exercise-finds-lost-plane.html#.Ul8UF4Y3uLg
http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2013/09/22/4331509/sonar-exercise-finds-lost-plane.html#.Ul8UF4Y3uLg
www.blacklaserlearning.com
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water near the park, but the pilot was not hurt. Both 
aircraft were later recovered.  
 

MORE INFORMATION 

 Lake Norman Ghost Plane  

 

Stench of death lingers at scene of 
gangland-style killing 
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/mystery-corpse-probe-cedar-pocket/2029691/ 

24th Sep 2013  
 

POLICE divers will today continue searching for body 
parts after the gangland-style torture-killing of a man 

whose dismembered body was dumped at Cedar Pocket 
last week. 
 

"You can still smell death 
at the scene," said 

Central Regional crime 
co-ordinator Darrin 
Shadlow at Gympie police 

station yesterday.  
 

Detective Acting 
Superintendent Shadlow 
said police could now 

reveal the victim was a 
Caucasian male but the 

cause of death was still 
unknown. 
 

The man's head had been 
removed, his arms below 

the elbows and his torso 
severed below the ribs, 
with the lower portion 

and legs still missing.  
 

With the body found burning beside Cedar Pocket Rd, 
A/Supt Shadlow said fire damage had hampered 

identification efforts, but "the pathologist was still able to 
carry out a post mortem." 
 

DNA tests were currently under way, he said. 
 

He was not in a position to comment on a rumour the 
death may have been a drug-
related execution, but said 

anyone with any information 
could provide it to Crime Stoppers 

on 1800 333 000. 
 
He said police had set up a 

dedicated investigation centre at 
Gympie station and this would 

continue indefinitely, “until we are 
finished here." 

 
He said Gympie and regional 
detectives were being assisted by 

members of the Brisbane Homicide Squad and members 
of the Tactical Crime Squad. 

 
Police have asked for anyone on Cedar Pocket Rd 
between 5pm and 7pm Thursday night to report anything 

suspicious and to notify police of their presence in the 
area. 
 

RELATED ITEMS 

 Cadaver dog called to scene after grisly body 

discovery 

 
Central region chief 

detective  

Darrin Shadlow.       
Photo -Arthur Gorrie 

http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2013/09/21/4331479/lake-norman-ghost-plane.html
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/mystery-corpse-probe-cedar-pocket/2029691/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/body-found-cedar-pocket-police-establish-crime-sce/2026826/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/body-found-cedar-pocket-police-establish-crime-sce/2026826/
http://www.km.kongsberg.com/mesotech
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 Grim murder search goes on after headless body 

found 

 No clear link to bike gangs and burnt torso, say police 

 Road blocked in police murder probe 

 Clues on corpse continue in Cedar Pocket probe 

 Police release image of towel found with headless 

body 

 Police ‘confident’ of solving crime 

 Police at a loss over burnt torso 
 

Costa Concordia Cruise Body Recovery 
Efforts: Divers Recover Two Bodies of 
Shipwreck on Giglio Island [VIDEO] 
http://www.latinospost.com/articles/28588/20130927/costa-concordia-cruise-body-

recovery-efforts-divers-recover-two-bodies.htm 

Sep 27, 2013 
 
This Thursday, Sept 26, divers managed to recover two 
bodies that are believed to be the last victims of the 

shipwreck of the Costa Concordia cruise that happened on 
Jan 13, 2013 on the Italian island of Giglio. 

 
According to the report quoted by news agency Reuters, 
the recovery efforts managed to locate 30 bodies out of 

32 victims of the regrettable shipwreck of the cruise 
against rocks in Italian waters. The recovery of these last 

two bodies could end the search operations. 
 
The director of the civil protection agency of Italy, Franco 

Gabrielli was quoted by Reuters as saying in a press 
conference that the remains recovered belong to an 

Indian man and an Italian woman. Mr Gabrielli pointed 
out that their identities will be confirmed after a DNA 
analysis is completed.  

 

Video from Jan 14, 2012: 

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_v5-GXNoxm0 

 
Costa Concordia cruise body recovery efforts: Divers 

recover two bodies of the shipwreck on Giglio Island 

(Photo : Reuters) 

http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/grim-murder-search-continues-cedar-pocket/2031001/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/grim-murder-search-continues-cedar-pocket/2031001/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/no-police-link-to-bike-gangs-and-burnt-torso/2032448/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/motorists-questioned-about-headless-burnt-body/2033264/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/search-clues-corpse-continue-cedar-pocket-probe/2034874/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/police-release-image-towel-found-headless-body/2041342/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/police-release-image-towel-found-headless-body/2041342/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/murder-clue-police-confident-of-solving-crime/2041866/
http://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/police-at-a-loss-over-burnt-torso-cedar-pocket/2042554/
http://www.latinospost.com/articles/28588/20130927/costa-concordia-cruise-body-recovery-efforts-divers-recover-two-bodies.htm
http://www.latinospost.com/articles/28588/20130927/costa-concordia-cruise-body-recovery-efforts-divers-recover-two-bodies.htm
http://www.reuters.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_v5-GXNoxm0
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The bodies of the last two victims are recovered after 20 
months since the shipwreck of the 114,500-ton cruise in 

which 4,000 people traveled. 
 

It's expected that the ship will be dismantled next spring 
and removed from the coasts of the Mediterranean island, 
details Reuters. 

 
The Costa Concordia luxury cruise ship sank in the early 

morning of Jan 13 on the coasts of the Italian island of 
Giglio, in the region of Toscana, in central  
Italy, with a total of 4,200 people, mostly European 

citizens. 
 

Italian authorities pointed out back then that on the ship 
had citizens of various nationalities as follows: 989 
Italian, 569 German, 462 French, 177 Spanish, 129 

American, 127 Croatian, 108 Russian, 74 Austrian, 69 
Swiss, 46 Brazilian, 46 Japanese, 42 Dutch, 33 Ukranian, 

30 Korean, 20 Rumanian, 26 from Hong Kong, 25 British, 
21 Australian, 17 Argentinian, 13 Taiwanese, 12 Chinese, 

11 Portuguese, 10 Colombian, 10 Chilean and nine 
Turkish. 

 

Drugs, guns and dead bodies found in 
Plymouth waters - as part of police dive 
exercise 
http://www.thisisplymouth.co.uk/Drugs-guns-dead-bodies-Plymouth-waters-
police/story-19853960-detail/story.html#axzz2hpLKVN9j 
September 27, 2013 By CARL EVE Crime Reporter 

 

POLICE divers discovered pump-action shotguns, millions 
of pounds worth of drugs and three dead bodies in 
Plymouth's waters. 

 

 But don't worry, 
it wasn't a Mafia 

invasion, but an 
inter-force 

exercise.  
 
 Dive teams from 

Devon and 
Cornwall, the 

Metropolitan 
police, Avon and 
Somerset, Sussex 

and Thames 
Valley forces, as 

well as monitors 
from the Health 
and Safety Executive, took 

part in the exercise. 
 

Sgt Andrew Joyner, marine 
sergeant with Devon and 

Cornwall Police dive team, 
said the exercise, held at 
Princess Yachts' south yard 

in Devonport, encouraged 
the separate units to train 

and work together on a large 
scale operation. 
 

He said that by sharing skills 
and working practices, the 

teams were better prepared 
to work with each other on 
large scale operations, such 

as security during the  

 
A police officer gives the OK signal 

on surfacing 

http://www.thisisplymouth.co.uk/Drugs-guns-dead-bodies-Plymouth-waters-police/story-19853960-detail/story.html#axzz2hpLKVN9j
http://www.thisisplymouth.co.uk/Drugs-guns-dead-bodies-Plymouth-waters-police/story-19853960-detail/story.html#axzz2hpLKVN9j
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Olympics and the G8 summit. 
 

Sgt Joyner said: "Each team covers a huge force area and 
often dive in zero visibility conditions, so you have to 

know how everyone in the different forces work and have 
confidence in the surface crews. 
 

"From time to time we're required to got to other areas, 
so over the last few years the regional teams have got 

together for these exercises so they're used to working 
with each other. 
 

"We're a small unit down here so if a 747 jet crashed into 
the Sound I would be phoning other units and would want 

to know what and whom I'm getting." 
 
As hosts, the Devon and Cornwall Police team set the 

scenario for the dive units to complete over the six hours. 
 

Sgt Joyner said: 
"Underwater police activity 

is an extension of surface 
searching, such as missing 
persons or evidence. 

 
"So the exercise scenario 

was a vessel, impounded by 
the UK Border Agency. 
Various drugs and weapons 

had been dropped 
overboard to evade 

detection. In addition, the 
teams were told three crew 
members were missing. The 

weapons cache was replica 

1.  
Devon and Cornwall Police hosted a dive exercise which 

involved teams from the Met, South Wales, Avon and 

Somerset, Sussex and Thames Valley forces, together 

with officers from the Home Office Sonar Team 
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guns seized over the years, while the parcels of drugs 

would amount to the equivalent of £65million worth of 
cocaine." 

 
The 'winners' were Avon and Somerset Police, recovering 

all their packages, weapons and bodies. 
 
Sgt Joyner said: "The feedback from the dive teams 

about the exercise has been really good. Princess Yachts 
were also absolutely fantastic with their help in allowing 

us to use their waters."  
 

Fort Lauderdale: Divers find body of man 
in New River 
http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2013-10-04/news/fl-new-river-friday-
search-20131004_1_divers-aggravated-battery-case-man  

October 4, 2013|By Linda Trischitta, Sun Sentinel 
 

FORT LAUDERDALE — Police divers found the body of a 
man in the New River in downtown Fort Lauderdale late 
Friday after a day-long search for a swimmer spotted in 

the early morning, authorities said. 
 

The call came in just before 3 a.m. about a man in the 
water near the Downtowner Restaurant, which is near the 

South Andrews Avenue bridge, Police Detective DeAnna 
Greenlaw said. 
 

Police identified the man as Blair Robinson, 21. They said 
he was visiting from out of state. 

 
The river is known for having treacherous waters. 
 

"The current is strong and unique in that area," Greenlaw 
said. "Our divers use more air while working in it. And in 

certain places it's so deep there is a ledge and divers 
have to go under it to search."  
 

That part of the river is also near the Broward 
County main jail 
and courthouse. 

In 2011, a 
defendant was 

pulled alive from 
it. John Ross, of 
Pompano Beach, 

drowned there 
in 2009 after 

having his bond 
revoked in an 
aggravated 

 

A Fort Lauderdale police diver enters the New River in 

downtown Fort Lauderdale… 
 (Sun Sentinel/Amy Beth Bennett) 

http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2013-10-04/news/fl-new-river-friday-search-20131004_1_divers-aggravated-battery-case-man
http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2013-10-04/news/fl-new-river-friday-search-20131004_1_divers-aggravated-battery-case-man
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/local/broward/
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/local/broward/
http://www.soundmetrics.com/
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battery case. 
 

The New River also runs past nightclubs and railroad 
tracks and, since 2008, has claimed at least four 

drowning victims who may have been intoxicated. 
 

Air tanks and minds equiped for water 
rescues 
http://www.minbcnews.com/news/story.aspx?id=955524#.Ul8gVYY3uLg 

10.06.2013 by Josh Marshall 

 
 SAGINAW COUNTY -- Dive rescue is an emergency. 

The goal is saving a life all within the golden hour of 
opportunity where a victim can be successfully brought 
back to life. 

 
"We got to get there get them out and start immediate 

medical procedures on them," said Saginaw County Dive 
Team Commander David Sommers. 
 

Dive Rescue International from Fort Collins, Colorado is 
giving local dive teams the tools they need to excel as 

safely as possible. 
 

"It’s all about that diver going home, its all about that 
diver making a successful recovery for family or evidence 
that they are looking for," said Scott Huff from Dive  
 

Team International. 
 
Members of different dive teams across Mid-Michigan are 

taking notes together because most dive operations 
include multiple agencies. 

 
"It puts everybody on the same page so when we have to 
work together everyone can work together," said 

Sommers. 
 

However, divers say finding the target underwater isn't 
their only search effort. 
 

"These teams need to have the right funding to keep 
them safe," said Huff.  

 
Dive rescue international classes are not free. And finding 
the funding to keep dive teams afloat is one of their 

largest, most important finds. 
 

"That’s what keeps these divers alive, what keeps these 
teams working and functioning. 

 
The dive team is not letting a temperature drop stop 
them this year. They are going to be breaking through 

the ice and training throughout the winter months. 
 

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Bgm2OdZz5yo 

http://www.minbcnews.com/news/story.aspx?id=955524#.Ul8gVYY3uLg
http://www.diverescueintl.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Bgm2OdZz5yo
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Divers Recover 83 More Bodies From 
Migrant Ship 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/07/world/europe/divers-recover-
more-bodies-from-migrant-ship-wreckag.html?_r=0 

October 6, 2013  By JIM YARDLEY 

 

ROME — Divers searching the underwater wreckage of a 

migrant ship that capsized last week in the 
Mediterranean Sea recovered another 83 bodies on 

Sunday, raising the death toll to 194, a figure that is 
likely to keep growing 
 

Rough seas near the Italian island of Lampedusa had 
delayed recovery efforts by two days; conditions were 

considered too dangerous for dive teams to search the 
wreckage on the ocean floor, about 165 feet down. But 
seas calmed on Sunday, and divers quickly went to work, 

with bodies eventually taken to a makeshift morgue on 
the island. 

 
“There are no words in front of the dead,” said Cécile 

Kyenge, Italy’s integration minister, during a news 
conference in Lampedusa, according to The Associated 
Press. Ms. Kyenge, who was born in the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, said all of Europe needed to work 
together to prevent future tragedies. “We must give 

answers to those who flee, need protection and come 
here for our help,” she added. 
The shipwreck, which happened on Thursday less than a 

quarter-mile from Lampedusa, is the latest grim reminder 
of the extreme risks taken by migrants and asylum-

seekers who try to slip into Europe every year by boat. 
Roughly 25,000 people have died in the Mediterranean 

during the past 20 years, according to the International 
Organization for Migration. 

 
With the trawler nearing Lampedusa, someone onboard 

set fire to a blanket, hoping to attract attention. Instead, 
the fire ignited gasoline from a broken engine. The 

estimated 500 migrants onboard panicked, rushing to one 
side of the boat, which flipped, sending people into the 
sea. Many were unable to swim. Others were trapped 

inside the hull of the 60-foot vessel. 
 

At least 150 survivors were rescued. Among the dead 
were infants, children, pregnant women and others. 
Weather permitting, divers will return to their recovery 

work on Monday. 

 

Italy: 'Wall Of Entwined Bodies' On Boat 
http://news.sky.com/story/1151486/italy-wall-of-entwined-bodies-on-boat 

07 October 2013 
 

 
The boat is 47 metres below the surface. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/07/world/europe/divers-recover-more-bodies-from-migrant-ship-wreckag.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/07/world/europe/divers-recover-more-bodies-from-migrant-ship-wreckag.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/04/world/europe/scores-die-in-shipwreck-off-sicily.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/04/world/europe/scores-die-in-shipwreck-off-sicily.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/04/world/europe/scores-die-in-shipwreck-off-sicily.html
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/328858/Lampedusa-Island
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/23/world/europe/slurs-against-italys-first-black-national-official-spur-debate-on-racism.html
http://www.iom.int/cms/en/sites/iom/home.html
http://www.iom.int/cms/en/sites/iom/home.html
http://news.sky.com/story/1151486/italy-wall-of-entwined-bodies-on-boat
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Divers have described finding a "wall of entwined bodies" 
when they managed to get inside the hull of a sunken 

migrant boat for the first time. 
 

They had difficulty in removing the corpses because they 
were so close together but they managed to pull at least 
38 from the crowded wreck. 

 
Experts in deep sea diving gear have spent 30 minutes at 

a time at the vessel which was carrying hundreds of 
people when it sank off the Italian island of Lampedusa. 
 

Navy captain Paolo Trucco said: "They (divers) unpacked 
a wall of people. They were so entwined, one with the 

other, it is indescribable. They were so trapped they were 
difficult to pull out." 
 

The divers have also 
removed debris that was 

still floating around inside. 
 

"Mattresses, covers, stairs. 
Anything that would float. 
Imagine if you put a house 

in a centrifuge and you see 
what winds up in the air. 

That is what happened," 
Mr Trucco said. 
 

The number of confirmed 
dead in the tragedy now 

stands at 232, officials said. 
 
Some of the 155 survivors 

have said there were at  
 

 

least 500 people aboard the 18-metre-long (59ft) boat 

when it sank, which could mean scores more are still 
trapped in the hull. 
 

The operation to recover the bodies is taking place 47 
metres (154ft) below the surface after the trawler 

carrying African migrants went down last Thursday. 
 
One of the divers who helped recover bodies from the sea 

on Sunday was Riccardo Nobile, who said he waited for 
more than an hour among the corpses on a recovery 

boat. 
 
He said: "It was difficult to 

look straight at their faces, to 
see their wounds, see their 

tormented expressions, their 
outstretched arms. It was 
extremely difficult. But this is 

our job." 

 
Italian soldiers bring one of the bodies to shore. 

Related Stories 
 Lampedusa 

Tragedy Leaves 

350 Feared Dead 
 

 Italy Migrant 

Boat Sinks Killing 

Over 100 

http://news.sky.com/story/1150076/lampedusa-tragedy-leaves-350-feared-dead
http://news.sky.com/story/1150076/lampedusa-tragedy-leaves-350-feared-dead
http://news.sky.com/story/1150076/lampedusa-tragedy-leaves-350-feared-dead
http://news.sky.com/story/1149678/italy-migrant-boat-sinks-killing-over-100
http://news.sky.com/story/1149678/italy-migrant-boat-sinks-killing-over-100
http://news.sky.com/story/1149678/italy-migrant-boat-sinks-killing-over-100
www.otscomm.com
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The coastguard said it would take two more days to 
complete the search and recovery mission. 

 
The packed boat caught fire which triggered a panicked 

rush to one side of the vessel. 
 
It capsized and, according to survivors, hundreds of 

people were thrown into the sea, many of whom could 
not swim. 

 

Lampedusa disaster: Death toll hits 250 
as Italian divers recover more bodies 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/lampedusa-disaster-death-
toll-hits-250-as-italian-divers-recover-more-bodies-8866782.html 

08 OCTOBER 2013 
 
The death toll from the Lampedusa disaster has hit 250 

after Italian divers recovered more bodies from the wreck 
of the smugglers' ship that sank off the tiny island's 

coast. 
 

Coast guard commander Filippo Marini said a further 18 
bodies were recovered from within the ship's hold this 
morning, while one was spotted by a helicopter floating 

near the wreck. 
 

Mr Marini said the search would continue as long as the 
weather allows. Just 155 migrants, most if not all from 
Eritrea, survived last Thursday's shipwreck. 

 
Survivors said there were some 500 people on board 

when the ship capsized and sank in sight of land. 
 
A disproportionate number of the dead are women: so far 

the bodies of 75 women have been recovered, while only 

six of the survivors were female. Seven of the dead are 
children. 

 

Victim of latest Lampedusa boat tragedy 
revealed to have been giving birth as 
she drowned after her corpse is found 
with baby boy still attached by umbilical 
cord 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2451746/Lampedusa-boat-tragedy-victim-gave-

birth-drowned.html 

 
 The mother and baby were the 288th and 289th 

corpses found by divers 

 
Coffins of those who died when a ship carrying African 

migrants towards Italy sank after a fire. A woman, who 

gave birth as she was dying, and her prematurely born 

son are among the dead. They are to be buried 

together, rather than in the small white children's 

coffins (at front) 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/lampedusa-disaster-death-toll-hits-250-as-italian-divers-recover-more-bodies-8866782.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/lampedusa-disaster-death-toll-hits-250-as-italian-divers-recover-more-bodies-8866782.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2451746/Lampedusa-boat-tragedy-victim-gave-birth-drowned.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2451746/Lampedusa-boat-tragedy-victim-gave-birth-drowned.html
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 Horrifying detail emerged after EU commissioner 

asked why one coffin was so large, unaware 

mother and child were being buried together 

 Premature male baby still attached by umbilical 

cord when rescue divers pulled their corpses 

from the wreck 

 Diver who found them said: 'We all began to cry 

- my mask was full of tears' 

10 October 2013By HANNAH ROBERTS 

 

A baby, born as its mother drowned, is among the latest 
victims of the boat tragedy that has claimed the lives of 
more than 300 migrants off the coast of Sicily. 

 
Their fishing boat caught fire and sank last Thursday just 

half a mile offshore. 
 
The Eritrean woman, who was seven months pregnant, 

would have 
given birth in 

her death 
throes, the 

mayor of 
Lampedusa 
Giusi Nicolini 

told reporters. 
 

The premature 
male baby was 
still attached by 

the umbilical cord when rescue divers pulled their corpses 
- 288 and 289 -  from the wreck. 

 
The child will be buried in the same coffin as its mother 
rather than in a small white coffin like the other children. 

The mother herself was only around 20 years old. 
The tragic story only emerged when European Union 

Commissioner Jose Manuel Barroso asked why one coffin 
was noticeably bigger than the rest, the Italian 

newspaper Il Messagero reported. 
 
The newspaper wrote: 'It was up to the mayor of the 

island to tell the terrible, unimaginable events. 'Doctors 
had told her an Eritrean woman had died and as she died 

she brought her son into the world. They didn't even 
separate, there was no time.' 
 

Police diver Renato Sollustri said he had not slept since he 
had brought up the two corpses, the baby hidden in the 

folds of his mother's white leggings, under pulled-down 
trousers.   

Italian Coast Guards rescue a survivor of the ship 

transporting hundreds of migrants which caught fire 

and sank off the Sicilian island of Lampedusa, Italy 

http://www.g-dive.com
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He said: 'It was three in the afternoon when we finally got 

into the last cabin in the bow after having got past a wall 
of bodies.'  

 
The divers still had ten minutes' oxygen left when they 
got to the last cabin in the bow and saw a mother with a 

baby bump. 
 

Mr Sollustri told La Repubblica: 'We couldn't leave without 
doing something for her. We took her out forming a 
human chain with our arms. Then we lay her on the sea 

bed. 
 

'With a rope we joined her to the other bodies and with 
buoyancy aids we took them towards the light. 
 

'It wasn't until we passed the body to our colleagues in 
the boat that they made the shocking discovery - in her 

leggings was a newborn baby. 
 

'None of us could believe it. We all began to cry - my 
mask was full of tears.' 
 

The police marshall said he had never before lost control 
in the job, but added: 'In front of that newborn baby I 

lost my cool. 
 
 'The baby may never have seen light - only the darkness 

at the bottom of the sea. It was a horrible job.'  
Italian premier Enrico Letta has ordered that all the 

victims be given state funerals. They are to be buried in a 
cemetery in Sicily. 
 

His government is now on track to repeal the offence of 
illegal immigration which, under a 2002 law, meant that 

all the survivors were automatically facing criminal 
charges. 

 
On Wednesday a 
Senate committee 

approved an 
amendment to 

cancel the offence. 
 
Deputy Interior 

Minister Felipe 
Bubbico said a 

more 'global' 
approach was 
needed to manage 

immigration. 

 
A bunch of flowers reading 'Dead at sea' floating in the 

sea near the Lampedusa harbour after the boat with 

migrants sank killing more than a hundred of people 

More... 
 Mother probed by police for 

Facebook post that said she hoped 

Muslims were among the hundreds 

who drowned in Italy boat disaster 
 

 EU proposes Mediterranean-wide 

search and rescue mission to 

intercept migrant boats as it 

emerges Lampedusa survivors face 

prosecution and fines 
 

 Lampedusa migrant boat tragedy 

death toll reaches 211 as more 

bodies are recovered from the 

sunken vessel that was headed for 

Italy 
 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449795/Poole-mother-said-hopefully-drowned-Italy-migrant-boat-Muslims.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449795/Poole-mother-said-hopefully-drowned-Italy-migrant-boat-Muslims.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449795/Poole-mother-said-hopefully-drowned-Italy-migrant-boat-Muslims.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449795/Poole-mother-said-hopefully-drowned-Italy-migrant-boat-Muslims.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449532/Migrant-boat-search-rescue-proposed-Lampedusa.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449532/Migrant-boat-search-rescue-proposed-Lampedusa.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449532/Migrant-boat-search-rescue-proposed-Lampedusa.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449532/Migrant-boat-search-rescue-proposed-Lampedusa.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2449532/Migrant-boat-search-rescue-proposed-Lampedusa.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2448753/Lampedusa-migrant-boat-tragedy-death-toll-reaches-211-bodies-recovered.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2448753/Lampedusa-migrant-boat-tragedy-death-toll-reaches-211-bodies-recovered.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2448753/Lampedusa-migrant-boat-tragedy-death-toll-reaches-211-bodies-recovered.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2448753/Lampedusa-migrant-boat-tragedy-death-toll-reaches-211-bodies-recovered.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2448753/Lampedusa-migrant-boat-tragedy-death-toll-reaches-211-bodies-recovered.html
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Greenwich Police Hold Joint Training 
Session 
http://greenwich.patch.com/groups/police-and-fire/p/greenwich-police-hold-joint-training-session 

October 09, 2013 by Barbara Heins  

 
Greenwich Police Department hosted a joint dive team 

and canine search and rescue team training operation 
on Island Beach and within the Long Island Sound this 
past weekend. 

 
The training focused on multiple agencies working in 

conjunction with each other in order to assist the 
Connecticut Canine Search and Rescue Team on Oct. 6. 

 
The Connecticut Canine Search and Rescue (CCSAR) is a 
volunteer, nonprofit organization dedicated to providing a 

professional team response to all emergency service 
agency requests for lost, missing, or drowned persons; 

advancing education in search and rescue; and offering 
support for families of lost and missing persons. 

 
Members of the Greenwich Police Department Dive Team, 
Milford Police Department Dive Team, and the Sound 

Beach Volunteer Fire Department Dive Team, worked 
together to assist all of the canines and their handlers in 

training searches on the shores of Island Beach and the 
waters of Greenwich within the Long Island Sound. 
 

The canines use the scent that leaves the body of a 
submerged person and travels upwards toward the 

surface. It will break the surface and become windborne. 
By working across the wind, the boat and dog will cross 
that pattern of scent. By reading their dog's reaction to 

the scent, the handler can get a good idea of the 
boundaries of the scent trail, then follow the trail back to 

the point where the scent leaves the water. By 
considering currents, the divers can then determine the 

approximate location of the body. 
 
The Greenwich 

Police 
Department 

Marine Section 
and Dive 
Team utilized 

PSV#139 as a 
diving 

platform and 
search vessel 
for the canine 

teams. Using 

 
The joint dive team and canine search and rescue team 

training in Greenwich on Oct. 6, 2013.  
Photo credit: Ty Hunter. 

 

www.subsalve.com  

http://greenwich.patch.com/groups/police-and-fire/p/greenwich-police-hold-joint-training-session
http://greenwich.patch.com/listings/greenwich-police-department-8bae0eb1
http://greenwich.patch.com/listings/island-beach
http://greenwich.patch.com/listings/station-5-sound-beach-volunteer-fire-department
http://greenwich.patch.com/listings/station-5-sound-beach-volunteer-fire-department
http://adserver.adtechus.com/?adlink/5305/1769040/0/0/AdId=-3;BnId=0;itime=962822061;
http://www.subsalve.com/
www.subsalve.com
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divers 
submerged 

approximately 
20 feet below 

the surface as 
“victims”, the 
canines were 

tasked with 
locating the 

divers by 
scent and 
then 

rewarded when located. 
 

The Sound Beach Volunteer Fire Department Dive Team 
utilized their land-based dive training and assisted as 
“victims” lost on or near the shore. Canines and their 

handlers searched the shore and the shallow waters in 
order to locate the divers. 

 
The Connecticut Canine Search and Rescue Team also 

utilized cadaver scent placed below the water’s surface on 
training manikins in order to simulate a search and 
recovery of a drowned victim. 

 

Police divers recover man's body from 
Fraserburgh Harbour after van is seen 
going into the water 
http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/police-divers-recover-mans-body-2352744 

9 Oct 2013 
 

EMERGENCY services responded to a call at 8.50pm 
yesterday and the van was recovered from the scene in  

the early hours of this morning with the man's body 
inside. 

A BODY has been recovered by police divers after a van 
was seen entering the water at a harbour. 

 
The emergency services were alerted at 8.50pm 

yesterday after members of the public saw the vehicle 
enter Fraserburgh Harbour in Aberdeenshire from the 
north breakwater, police said. 

 
In the early hours of this morning, the van was recovered 

from the scene with the body of a man inside by a Police 
Scotland dive and marine unit with support from the 
Fraserburgh RNLI Lifeboat. 

 
The man was the only person in the vehicle at the time 

and there are not thought to be any suspicious 
circumstances, said police. 
 

Inquiries to identify the man and contact his next of kin 
are ongoing. 

 
Fraserburgh Harbour       Daily Record/Tony Nicolett 

http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/police-divers-recover-mans-body-2352744
http://www.l-3mps.com/Klein/
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Police Divers Recover Gun Believed Used in 
Long Island Shooting 
http://philipstown.info/2013/10/11/police-divers-recover-gun-
believed-used-in-long-island-shooting/ 

October 11, 2013 

 
Putnam County Sheriff Donald B. Smith reported that 

police divers recovered a gun from the Hudson River 
Thursday Oct. 9, and that it is believed to be the weapon 

used in a fatal shooting on Long Island two weeks ago. 
New York State Police divers, working with Nassau County 
Police homicide detectives, recovered a handgun from the 

river near the bank of Sandy Beach State Park in Cold 
Spring. The weapon was recovered near where authorities 

had found the parked car belonging to Sang Ho Kim on 
Sept. 25, just hours after he allegedly shot two men – 
one of them fatally – in East Garden City. An ensuing 

manhunt for Kim in the Putnam County area ended on 
Sept. 30, when Kim’s body was found floating in the river 

near the Bear Mountain 
Bridge. 

 
Authorities believe that the 
handgun recovered is the 

same one allegedly used by 
Kim in the East Garden City 

shootings. That cannot be 
confirmed until the weapon 
undergoes ballistic testing. 

 
Sheriff Smith said that the 

divers’ recovery of the gun 
puts to rest a concern on the 
minds of some area residents. 

 

“Families who visit the park need no longer worry that 
this gun might be lying somewhere along the shore or 

just off a trail where a child might find it and pick it up,” 
Smith said. 

 

From teacher to life saver: Woodland 
resident part of drowning rescue team in 
off-time 
http://www.dailydemocrat.com/ci_24298417/from-teacher-life-saver-woodlander-part-drowning-rescue?source=most_viewed 

10/12/2013 By DON FRANCES 
 

By day, Leslie 
Robinson is a 

kindergarten 
teacher at 
Gibson 

Elementary 
School, where 

she 
supervises a 
room full of 

small children. 
 

Her after-

work activities 
are even 

more 
dangerous. 
 

Robinson is a member of DART - the Drowning Accident 
Rescue Team, based in Sacramento - whose volunteers 
routinely go into the frigid, fast-moving waters of the 

Sacramento River and other bodies of water in order to 
save (or retrieve) the people who fall in. 

 

 
The Forensic Teacher 

Online 
theforensicteacher.com 

 
Leslie Robinson and other members of 

the DART shore support team guide a 

group of divers in a search pattern on 

the American River.  
(Deo Ferrer/Democrat) 

http://philipstown.info/2013/10/11/police-divers-recover-gun-believed-used-in-long-island-shooting/
http://philipstown.info/2013/10/11/police-divers-recover-gun-believed-used-in-long-island-shooting/
http://www.dailydemocrat.com/ci_24298417/from-teacher-life-saver-woodlander-part-drowning-rescue?source=most_viewed
http://www.theforensicteacher.com/
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Although she isn't yet doing 
rescue dives - even expert 

SCUBA divers like her must 
first complete extensive 

training - Robinson is avidly 
learning the various tasks 
involved, such as completing 

an emergency vehicle 
operation course. 
 

"There's so many 
opportunities in DART, that's 

what I love about it," the 
Woodland resident said 
recently.  

 

Another thing she likes about the group is its spirit of 
volunteerism. In fact, Robinson said, when she first 

learned about a year ago that DART is staffed entirely by 
volunteers, she had to sign on. 
 

It reminds her of her first vocation, she said: As a 
teacher, "I always say we are in community service. ... A 

lot of our hours are 
volunteer hours." 
 

As for DART, its 50 or so 
members - about 30 are 
active - train, educate and, 

when duty calls, risk their 
lives without pay. 
 

This dedication to service 
holds the group together 

despite different 
backgrounds. 

 

"I call us the misfits, because we come from all walks of 

life," Robinson said of her fellow DART members. "We've 
got a couple of teachers, we've got PG&E people, and 
we’ve got a heating-and-air guy..." 
 

The list also includes law enforcement personnel and 
other first-responders. But during DART calls they, like 

the rest, are doing it as a volunteer service rather than a 
job. 
 

"It's just a great group of people," said Robinson. "And 
for me, personally, part of it was I wanted to be part of a 

team." 
 

To join that team requires a 
great deal of training. In the 

Sacramento River especially, 
conditions are uniquely 

dangerous - "completely 
different from recreational 
diving," explained DART 

spokeswoman Kelly 
McFarlane. 
 

For one, there is zero 
visibility in the river. During 

training, DART divers go into the water with duct tape 
over their face masks to simulate the blindness of a 
rescue mission. 
 

That means divers have to use other senses to 
communicate, including simple tugs on a guide rope. 
 

DART team members used the guide rope method last 
March when they attempted to rescue Mussarat 

 
Shore support team 

members Leslie Robinson, 

left, and Mario Gomez, 

right assist diver intern 

Stephan Faulk to the 

DART van.  
(Deo Ferrer/Democrat) 

 
DART member Leslie 

Robinson grabs a few 

supplies from the DART 

support vehicle.  
(Deo Ferrer/Democrat) 

 
Gibson Elementary School 

teacher Leslie Robinson 

talks to her students 

about bats.  
(Deo Ferrer/Democrat) 
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Chaudhary, 
a 58-year-

old West 
Sacramento 

woman who 
lost control 
of her 

Toyota 
Camry on 

Old River 
Road and 
drove into 

the river. 
Chaudhary called 911, but was not able to escape her 

vehicle. 
 
First responders found tire tracks but no vehicle. 
 

The DART divers scoured the waters downstream, 
eventually locating the car - with Chaudhary's body 

inside. 
 

"The majority of our calls are recoveries," acknowledged 

DART spokeswoman Kelly McFarlane. Often, the 
conditions are simply too dangerous for the victims to 

survive. 
 
Even so, "We do it because there's always a chance" to 

save them, McFarlane said. "It doesn't happen very often, 
but there's always a chance." 
 

And besides, Robinson said, recovery is important to the 
victims' families. She noted that members of her own 

family have served under dangerous conditions - her son 
is a firefighter and her daughter served in the Army. (Her 

ex-husband, Greg Robinson, is a battalion chief with the 
Woodland Fire Department.) 
 

"If something happened to them, I would want their body 
to be returned to me," Robinson said. "I want to provide 

this closure to the family." 
 

Despite the danger, DART has lost only one member 

in its more than 30-year history. Ron Harknett, a 
full-time firefighter with Rancho Cordova, died on 

Feb. 17, 1987 during a DART mission in the 
Sacramento River near Miller Park. 
 

Harknett disappeared while in the water. His body 
was never found. 
 

"We still talk about it," McFarlane said. Because of the 

very real dangers, she added, "We train every single 
month." 
 

Their work isn't all 
grim, however. DART 

members are regulars 
at public events 
throughout the region, 

where they provide 
water safety education 

and other 
services. Both 
Robinson and 

McFarlane noted the 
important work that 

DART volunteers can 
do just by educating the public.  
 

 
DART drops off a diver during a 

training session on the 

American River. (Deo 

Ferrer/Democrat) 

www.seabotix.com
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Those not able to dedicate volunteer hours can always 
offer financial help. According to McFarlane, "We 

specifically need new face masks that have 
communications units. Our dive masks, some of them are 

20 years old." 
 
For the most part, she said, the group's funding comes 

through donations and fundraisers and "depends on 
what's going on in Sacramento." As for Robinson, she 

remains full steam ahead with DART. 
 

"I've been on it for about a year, and I'm almost ready to 

start training in the pool," she said. 
 

"I am so proud to represent an organization that is all-

volunteer, and we're all there to provide a service. I love 
that." 

 

To learn more about DART or to donate, visit 

www.dartsac.org . 

 

Wash. Trooper, Motorist Save Man in   
   Submerged Car 

The motorist just happened to be a 
formerfirefighter. 

http://www.firehouse.com/news/11191460/former-firefighter-trooper-save-man-from-submerged-vehicle 

October 15, 2013 Brandi Jewett Grand Forks Herald 

 
Oct. 15--A former Grand Forks man, with assistance from 
a passing motorist, saved a driver from a submerged car 

Saturday morning near Ellensburg, Wash. 
 

The rescue was all part of the job for Washington State 
Patrol trooper Jay Farmer, a 1999 Grand Forks Central 
High graduate who left Grand Forks to join the patrol in 

2007. 

"I was dispatched to the scene. I was supposed to be 
there." Farmer said Monday. "That guy went above and 

beyond. He had already jumped in the water once by the 
time I got there. He found it in his heart to help a 

complete stranger." 
 

The man Farmer refers to is Jim Kocker of Poulsbo, Wash. 

-- a former firefighter and lifeguard. 
 

Kocker, 53, was the first to try and free 30-year-old 

Anthony Johnson of Seattle from his car, which had left 
the road and ended up in a pond about 3 miles west of 
Ellensburg on Interstate 90 in central Washington. 

Johnson lost control of his car when a medical condition 
caused him to swerve, overcorrect and leave the road, 

according to a report from the state patrol. His vehicle 
crashed through a wire fence and came to rest in the 

water about 50 feet from 
shore. 
 

Only the roof of the vehicle 
was visible when Kocker 

entered the pond. The car's 
locked doors and windows 
kept him from being able to 

get Johnson out, forcing 
Kocker to swim back to 

shore.  
That's when the state patrol 
arrived on scene. With the 

Farmer at his side, Kocker 
entered the chilly water for 

a second time and 
attempted to rescue 
Johnson. 

http://www.dartsac.org/
http://www.firehouse.com/news/11191460/former-firefighter-trooper-save-man-from-submerged-vehicle
www.edgetech.com
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"He didn't even hesitate," Farmer said of Kocker. 
 

After using a baton to break window, Farmer and Kocker 
were able to unlock the car, pull Johnson from it and 

bring him to a waiting ambulance. 
 
Johnson was admitted to an area hospital and released 

that day. 
 

Police divers unsuccessful in gun search  
http://www.rep-am.com/articles/2013/10/16/news/local/757388.txt 
Scuba team digs in pond muck for stolen weapons  
10/16/2013 BY LARAINE WESCHLER REPUBLICAN-AMERICAN  

 

WATERTOWN — After almost four hours digging through 
the muck Tuesday afternoon, police and divers left 

without the stolen gun they were searching for. 
 

Police received information around 10:30 a.m. Friday that 
several firearms had been stolen from an Oakville 
residence and that the owner may not have known that 

the weapons were missing, according to Deputy Police 
Chief Robert Desena. 

 

New boat for UK’s only fire service dive 
team 
http://www.maritimejournal.com/news101/marine-civils/diving-and-

underwater-services/new-boat-for-uks-only-fire-service-dive-team 

25 Oct 2013 

 
Norfolk Fire and Rescue’s new Underwater Search and 

Recovery Unit (UWSAR) has just been equipped with 
an inflatable work boat from Zodiac MILPRO. 

 

The new WB-525 boat has become a vital piece of 
equipment 
for the nine 

man dive 
team which 

can use it to 
gain access 
to any type 

of water 
where their 

services 
might be 

needed. 
 

Thomaston Regional Dive Deam members help Will 

Ardussi out of Franson Pond in Watertown Tuesday 

evening after an unsuccessful scuba search for stolen 

guns possibly discarded in those muddy waters. 

Laraine Weschler / Republican-American 

http://www.rep-am.com/articles/2013/10/16/news/local/757388.txt
http://www.maritimejournal.com/news101/marine-civils/diving-and-underwater-services/new-boat-for-uks-only-fire-service-dive-team
http://www.maritimejournal.com/news101/marine-civils/diving-and-underwater-services/new-boat-for-uks-only-fire-service-dive-team
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The Norwich 
based search 

and recovery 
dive unit is 

unique for 
being the only 
one in Britain 

operated by a 
fire and 

rescue 
service. It has 
been created 

using funding 
from the 

Department of 
Environment, 

Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) as part of the UK 

government’s national Flood Resilience Enhancement 
Programme to provide a specialist resource deployable in 

the event of a major flood. In addition, as part of an 
increasing pattern of interoperability across the blue light 

services, the team regularly operates in support of police 
underwater operations. 
 

The Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service divers have been 
trained in the skills needed by police divers such as 

search operations and the use of forensic recovery 
techniques. Because the divers are all working fire 
fighters they are additionally qualified to use hot and cold 

cutting tools that may be necessary to reach an accident 
victim.  

 
Team members are also specialist swift water rescue 
technicians and rescue boat operators. These skills, 

combined with their new Zodiac MILPRO inflatable boat, 

enable the team to meet DEFRA’s needs while also being 
available at cost to other organisations in Norfolk or 

elsewhere. The Norfolk team can consequently be called 
into action at a moment’s notice to work anywhere in 

Britain and even in Europe, and can begin a search within 
24 hours of being called. 
 

The Norfolk UWSAR unit is led by Alan Nicholls who has 
many years of experience as a professional diver. His 

team is made-up of military, commercial and police 
trained divers who bring a high degree of 
professionalism to the job. Their training in underwater 

forensic search techniques has been provided locally by 
police colleagues while police search team training has 

been provided at the Police College at Bramshill, 
Hampshire. 
 

In addition, advanced 
training in swift water 

diving gives them a range 
of expertise that enables 

them to operate in the 
most challenging 
conditions and they are 

consequently qualified to 
work in tidal or non-tidal 

waters in an area 
extending from the low 
water line to 12 miles 

offshore and at depths 
down to 50m. When this 

capability is combined 
with their skills as fire 
fighters the team 

probably represents one 

http://www.maritimejournal.com/news101/marine-civils/diving-and-underwater-services/new-boat-for-uks-only-fire-service-dive-team
www.marinesonic.com
www.whitesdiving.com
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of the most versatile and 
highly trained civilian 

dive teams in the 
country. 

 
The new Zodiac MILPRO 
WB-525 chosen to 

support the team has an 
overall length of 5.25m 

and is now a vital piece 
of equipment for the 
Norfolk UWSAR unit. It 

can be towed behind a 
4WD vehicle and 

launched wherever the 
team’s services are 
needed.  

 
The boat is powered by a 

40 hp outboard engine but is capable of being fitted with 
engines up to 55 hp. With a rigid floor and a heavy duty 

hypalon and neoprene tube consisting of six separate air 
chambers, the WB-525 can cope with fast flowing rivers 
and dangerous flood conditions to deliver the dive team 

quickly and safely to their search location.  
 

They may be required to look for evidence such as drugs 
and weapons or for missing persons who can be lifted into 
the boat by use of a special recovery cradle. The new 

boat can carry up to 12 people or a payload of 1500kg so 
it easily carries the bank of large, heavy,   air cylinders

that are used for feeding the airlines that enable the 
team’s divers to work underwater for many hours at a 
time if necessary. 

 

FOUND ON THE WEB 
 

Firefighter dies in bid to save drowning 
cow 
http://newindianexpress.com/states/tamil_nadu/Firefighter-dies-in-bid-to-save-drowning-cow/2013/10/07/article1822635.ece  

07th October 2013 By Express News Service – TIRUCHY 
 

In an attempt to rescue three cows which were swept 
away in the Cauvery, a personnel of the Srirangam Fire 

and Rescue Services lost his life on Sunday. 
 
Gunendran (43) was part of a six-member team from the 

Srirangam Fire and Rescue Services headed by the 
station officer Pandi who tried to salvage the cows after a 

few residents of Melur informed them about the incident. 
 

They located the cows which were floating on the water at 
Geethapuram barrage in Mangammal Nagar near Amma 
Mandapam and started their operation. 

 
The team acted swiftly and rescued two cows. Gunendran 

was trying to save the third animal, which got stuck with 
vegetation under the water. When he approached the cow 
to disentangle it, strong currents overpowered him and he 

fell unconscious. Subsequently, the other rescue 
personnel rescued both. However, the animal started to 

float on the water as it had already died. The team 
rushed Gunendran to Srirangam Government Hospital. 
However the doctors declared he was brought dead. A 

resident of Kailash Nagar in Kattur near Thiruverumber, 
he is survived by wife and two sons. 

 
 

http://newindianexpress.com/states/tamil_nadu/Firefighter-dies-in-bid-to-save-drowning-cow/2013/10/07/article1822635.ece
www.simulaids.com
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FOUND ON THE WEB 
 

Sonar device aids underwater searches 
HTTP://WWW.TULLAHOMANEWS.COM/?P=19321 

October 24, 2013 STAFF WRITER marian galbraith 

  
A new remote-controlled sonar and video device has 

provided a giant technological leap for underwater 
search and rescue efforts, according to Tennessee Wildlife 
Resource Agency (TWRA) officials. 

 
When TWRA director Ed Carter met 

recently with state legislators Janice 
Bowling and Judd Matheny at 
Tullahoma City Hall, Carter reported 

that the device had dramatically 
reduced search times for lost or stolen 

boats and cars as well as for bodies of 
drowning victims. 
 

“It’s very difficult when the family of a 
drowning victim is calling us every day, 

asking if we’ve found their loved one,” 
Carter said, “and it can take a very long time when we’re 

in deep, murky waters, relying mostly on our dive teams.  
 
“This device has taken a search that might have gone on 

for two weeks and reduced it down to one day, so it’s a 
huge relief for these families to be able to get closure so 

much sooner than ever before, and it greatly reduces the 
strain on our divers, who would otherwise have to spend 
long hours in often dangerous conditions underwater.” 

According to Matt Majors, a TWRA Boating and Law-
Enforcement Division investigator, the new underwater 

Remote Operating Vehicle (ROV) made by VideoRay uses 
sonar technology to first locate an object in murky water, 

then lighting and video to transmit detailed visual 
information once the unit is close enough. 

 
“It’s been great for assisting sheriffs and police with 
recovering stolen vehicles and investigating underwater 

crime scenes in the rivers and lakes,” Majors said. “It’s 
very challenging to use and we just received it in May, so 

we’re still learning and discovering new uses for it.” 
Majors said the device uses propellers to maneuver itself 
while the operator directs it via a compact remote control 

center. 
 

“The remote control center is 
comprised of a computer and screen 
inside a large briefcase, which is 

connected to the ROV by a long 
tether that provides power and 

cabling,” he said. 
 

“Then the unit sends back sonar and 
video information to the computer 
screen.” 

 
“Only five people in the state are trained to use it, and it 

took us several years to receive the grant for it from the 
Department of Homeland Security, but we’re glad to 
finally have it in operation.” 

 
The device alone costs $120,000, he said, and the grant 

also provided funds for training. 
 
“The control center is somewhat like a gaming unit, with 

a joystick and an active screen that offers a range of 

http://www.tullahomanews.com/?p=19321
http://www.tullahomanews.com/?p=19321
http://www.tullahomanews.com/?p=19321
http://www.tullahomanews.com/?p=19321
www.videoray.com
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setups, so you 
can change 

your distance 
of ‘vision,’ so 

to speak,” he 
said. 
 

 “We start with 
an 

approximate 
location for 
whatever 

we’re looking 
for and the 

sonar shows 
us a 140-
degree view, 

so we can see 
cars and boats 

and other objects on the bottom from pretty far away. 
 

 “Then once the device is close enough to the object, we 
can turn on the lights and start the video.” 
 

Majors said the unit also helps locate entanglement and 
other safety hazards for divers on the scene, and that 

TWRA is also able to use the unit to study underwater 
habitats for fish and mussel species. 
 

“It can give us the depth, current and temperature 
information from underwater, and it provides a tether for 

the divers to follow straight down to the object, as well as 
lighting, once they get down there to retrieve it,” he said, 
“so it reduces their dive time tremendously.” 

 

Majors added that the Franklin County Rescue Squad has 
been using sonar technology successfully for several 

years at Tims Ford and other nearby lakes. 
 

Scott Smith, director of that volunteer squad, said 
Franklin County has used a similar sonar device for eight 
years, but without video capability. 

 
“The mobile unit is a great thing for TWRA to have, and 

it’s very been helpful for us when we work together with 
them on underwater searches,” Smith said, “but we’ve 
been finding items underwater with our sonar scanner 

alone for years.” 
 

The torpedo-shaped sonar device, or “fish,” as Smith calls 
it, is lowered into the water from the squad’s customized 
boat and connects to an onboard computer to scan large 

areas at a time. 
 

Once an object is discovered on the bottom, the unit 
provides GPS information to help the search team 

pinpoint the approximate location. 
 
“Once we get close to the object we’re looking for, which 

could be as small as a tire or a tackle box, we drop a 
bright, reflective metal cage down that’s easy for the 

divers and for the sonar device to see, and then the 
system measures how far away the cage is from the 
object, and which direction it is,” he said. 

 
“It usually takes a couple of tries, but pretty soon the 

screen will show us when we’re directly on top of the 
object, then our divers can follow the tether directly down 
to cage, somewhat like with the ROV.” 

 

 
Scott Smith of the Franklin County 

Rescue Squad shows a sonar print-out 

of an upside-down car at the bottom of 

the lake. The technology also creates a 

“shadow,” which can also help identify 

the object, since the sound waves, 

unable to pass through, are reflected 

back. – Staff Photo by Marian Galbraith 

http://www.tullahomanews.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/web-Scott-smith-003.jpg
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Smith said there are about 
three members of his squad 

who are trained to use the 
sonar technology, but he 

feels that is fairly 
impressive for a volunteer 
squad. 

 
He added that he would 

love to have access to an 
ROV mobile unit at some 
point, if the county could 

fund it or apply for a grant, 
but is glad at least someone 

else in the area is using it. 
 
“We have about 20 

members, but we’re all 
volunteers, so most of us 

work during the day,” he said, “so we’re glad TWRA is up 
and running on it for situations that happen during 

regular work hours.” 
 
As a former member of the military, Smith said he has 

been a member of the Franklin County Rescue Squad for 
23 years, but that younger people seem less interested in 

learning to SCUBA dive and participate in underwater 
search and rescue than when he started out. 
 

“We all used to go on dive trips together, which were a lot 
of fun and helped us learn to work together as a dive 

team,” he said, “but now we’re getting older and closer to 
retirement age and it’s gotten harder to get the younger 
people interested, for whatever reason.” 

 

Smith said 
that 

because of 
his squad’s 

specialized 
equipment 
and 

experienced 
team, the 

Franklin 
County 
squad is 

frequently 
called for 

help with 
searches as 
far away as 

Center Hill 
Lake, the 

Tennessee 
River and beyond. 

 
 “Even with the sonar technology and the mobile video 
units, we still need divers and other volunteers to learn 

how to use it all,” Smith said. “It can be very challenging 
work, but it’s much needed and it’s very rewarding.” 

The Franklin County Rescue Squad is a 501c3 non-profit 
organization that also provides boat towing and other 
water-related services in exchange for a reasonable, tax-

deductible donation. 
 

To make a donation or to find out about how to become a 
volunteer call 931-580-4352 
 

 

Technical Rescue 
Magazine 

http://www.trescue.com 

Check Out our 2013 

Buyers Guide!    Click 
Here. 

http://www.trescue.com/
http://psdiver.com/images/PSDiverMonthlyIssue_100_BUYERS_GUIDE_2013_-_Secure.pdf
http://psdiver.com/images/PSDiverMonthlyIssue_100_BUYERS_GUIDE_2013_-_Secure.pdf
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Dental problems from scuba regulator  

bites 

by Laurence Stein, DDS  

Diving Medicine Online Dental Consultant  
PADI Divemaster D-35892  

DAN Referral Physician Team (2000)  

 
 

Question:  I was doing multiple dives over more 

than a week and now I have limitation of jaw 
opening and pain in my jaw joints.  What 

happened?  

 

Answer:  This is a potential "can of worms".  There may 

be multiple reasons for this to happen.  I will try to 
simplify some of this information but for other dental 

professionals, they will note some inconsistencies in the 
answers.  
 

In order to come up with a reasonable answer to this 
question, there are a number of dental and medical 

conditions that must be considered.   
 

External and middle ear infections, internal derangement 
of the articular disc within the jaw joint 

(temperomandibular joint), Tempero Mandibular Joint 
Dysfunction Syndrome (TMJ) or Tempero Mandibular 

Dysfunction (TMD), bruxism and clenching, unerupted 
wisdom teeth, infections within the maxillary sinuses, 
pericoronitis (infection around or over an unerupted or 

partially erupted tooth, periodontal infection and 
abscessed teeth.   
 

Diagrams and Illustrations of the TM Joint  

This web site contains some very good diagrams of 

the TM joint. 
 

Each one of the above listed conditions has the potential 
to create some or all the symptoms you described.  
 

Why would there be limitation upon opening of my 
jaw?  

 

Answer:  There are multiple possibilities.  Probably the 

easiest explanation for limitation of opening is something 
called a "closed lock".  This is a type of dislocation of the 
head of the mandibular condyle (the ball) relative to the 

fossa (socket) of the joint.  If the jaw joint pops or clicks, 
this is a sign that the condyle is popping onto and off of 

the disc.  The may cause permanent damage.  However, 
there are persons with clicking all their lives and have 
never had treatment.  
 

The tempero mandibular joint is probably most complex 

joint in the body.  It is made of upper and lower halves 
separated by an articular disc.  To complicate this, while 
each side of the jaw has a joint, they both must move in 

harmony with each other for proper function to 

 

Diving Medicine 

Online 
 Ernest Campbell, MD, FACS 

 

Comprehensive information about 
diving and undersea medicine for 

the non-medical diver, the non-
diving physician and the specialist.  

http://www.scuba-doc.com 

http://www.scuba-doc.com/cvlstein.html
http://www.doctorspiller.com/TMJ.htm
http://www.scuba-doc.com/cvESC.html
http://www.scuba-doc.com/
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occur.  Movement of 
one side must cause 

some movement on 
the other side.  While 

pain or movement 
limitation may only 
result from 

dysfunction on one 
side, the opposite 

side must also move 
and in some ways 
compensate for the 

dysfunction on the 
other side.  
 

A closed lock occurs 
when the disc 

between the upper 
and lower halves 

somehow manages to 
slip in front of the 

condyle and fossa 
during 
movement.  This is 

called an anteriorly 
displaced disc.  When 

this occurs, the disc may fold up or crumple up and 
prevent further forward  
movement of the affected side.  The effect is like putting 

a rubber doorstop under a door so it can't move.  In this 
case, the doorstop prevents opening.  This limits the jaw 

opening.  This condition may spontaneously reduce or 
continue to be a problem and require (usually 
conservative) treatment to "capture" the disc back on top 

of the condyle and fossa.  

 

Old sports injuries 

to the jaw or 
other trauma may 

have damaged 
the joint and 
predispose it to 

dislocation.  It is 
NOT necessary 

that the actual 
trauma involve 
striking the lower 

jaw.  Trauma 
from the 

momentum of the 
lower jaw may be 
sufficient to 

create such an 
injury. Therefore 

a lack of trauma 
to the lower jaw 

does not mean a 
joint injury may 
not have 

occurred.  
 

With an anterior displaced disc, occasionally, the condyle 
(ball) is displaced toward the back of the joint onto highly 
innervated, vascular tissues that are very sensitive to 

pain.  
 

Can ear infection cause these types of problems?  Yes, 
while there may be no disc displacement, the external ear 
canal and the middle ear overly the jaw joint. Multi-day, 

multi dives may lead to ear infections, which, while they  

 
http://carmelvalleychiropractor.com/tmj.html 

http://carmelvalleychiropractor.com/tmj.html
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are located in the ears, their 
proximity to the jaw joints may 

cause joint pains and dysfunction. 
Swelling due to infection or 

inflammation can put pressure on 
the joint and result in both pain 
upon opening the jaw and limitation 

in the amount of 
movement.  Having the ears 

examined by your ENT is quick and 
can eliminate this as a cause.  
 

How about infections within the 
mouth?  These can also cause 

limitation of opening due to 
"guarding".  This is a  
muscular response to an injury to 

attempts to brace the muscles in 
such a way that further injury is 

lessened.  Unfortunately, this 
guarding or muscle trismus is 

painful.  Trismus is commonly seen 
in infected, unerupted or partially 
erupted wisdom teeth.  This 

condition is called a pericoronitis if it 
affects the gums overlying the 

wisdom teeth or in some cases, the 
gums on the back sides of the 
second molars, if they just barely 

have enough room to come into the 
mouth.  The removal of some but 

not all wisdom teeth may also 
create a problem if one of two teeth 
is removed from each side and the 

remaining tooth is able to 

supererupt into the mouth.  The 
super erupted (over erupted) tooth 

may bite the opposing gums or 
cheek causing infection and/or pain 

and limitation to opening.  
 

Maxillary sinus infections and 

inflammation can lead to joint 
problems too.  The upper molar and 

bicuspid teeth typically are located 
along the lower border of the 
maxillary sinus.  Any swelling within 

this space can put pressure on the 
underlying teeth and press them 

into the mouth very slightly.  Once 
your "bite" has sensed this change, 
you will start to clench on the 

"premature contact" created by the 
tooth or teeth being displaced 

downward into the mouth.  
 

I clench my teeth-especially at 
night.  Does this cause 
problems?  

 

The short answer is yes it 

may.  Clenching or bruxing has 
been implicated in muscle spasms 
and headaches (stress and migraine 

types).  People who clench heavily 
at night during sleeping are at 

greater risk for both headaches and 
TMJ or TMD syndromes.  TMJ or 
TMD are, for practical matters a 

muscular condition involving the 

Common symptoms of TMD 
include: 

 
 Pain or tenderness in the face, jaw 

joint area, neck and shoulders, and 

in or around the ear when you chew, 

speak, or open your mouth wide 

 Limited ability to open the mouth 

very wide 

 Jaws that get "stuck" or "lock" in 

the open- or closed-mouth position 

 Clicking, popping, or grating sounds 

in the jaw joint when opening or 

closing the mouth (which may or 

may not be accompanied by pain) or 

chewing 

 A tired feeling in the face 

 Difficulty chewing or a sudden 

uncomfortable bite – as if the upper 

and lower teeth are not fitting 

together properly 

 Swelling on the side of the face 

 May occur on one or both sides of 

the face 

 Other common symptoms of TMD 

include toothaches, headaches, neck 

aches, dizziness, and earaches, 

hearing problems, upper shoulder 

pain, and ringing in the ears 

(tinnitis). 

http://www.webmd.com/oral-
health/guide/temporomandibular-disorders 

http://www.webmd.com/oral-health/guide/temporomandibular-disorders
http://www.webmd.com/oral-health/guide/temporomandibular-disorders
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spasm and then the lack of harmony of both sides of the 
jaw to work in unison.  The constant forces on the joints 

are created by abnormally strong contractions of the 
muscles of mastication-especially the Temporalis  

Muscle.  Also affected may be the Masseter Muscle and 
the Internal Pterygoid muscle.  This last muscle, although 
small, may go into spasm and become very painful.  This 

muscle is responsible for moving the jaw side to side.  If 
one side becomes sore, the other Internal Pterygoid 

muscle will start to pull the jaw away from the fatigued 
side.  Since it is a small muscle, it will fatigue relatively 
quickly.  
 

The Pterygoid muscles (Internal and Lateral) also are 

responsible for positioning the articular disc within the 
joint.  When these muscles become fatigued and spastic, 
the disc fails to move with the condyle (ball), staying on 

top of it while it traverses the fossa (socket).  This socket 
is "S" shaped and allows both hinge movement and 

translational movement-side to side and front to back.  
The jaw movements, disc movements and tooth position 

must all be choreographed, precisely for the joint to work 
properly.  
 

Constant pressure on the joint and muscle contraction to 
hold a regulator in the mouth may cause problems-

especially if there is an underlying weakness already 
present. 
 

It is important to understand that since all the muscles 

operating the jaws must work in harmony with each other 
and each side.  Once any particular muscle begins to 

fatigue or spasm, the other muscles will try to 
compensate.   
 

Compensation can be thought of as additional contraction 
or work and the result may be fatigue and spasm of other 

muscles.  The net result may be a cascade of fatigued 
muscles leading to joint dysfunction. 

 

Clenching and bruxing can also result in premature wear 
of teeth, sensitive teeth and fractured cusps or teeth. In 
many of the cases, the wear is NOT on top of the tooth 

but on the sides next to the gums.  
 

These wear areas are called abfractions.  These wear 
areas get deeper with time and can cause sensitivity, and 
compromise the nerve within the tooth.  Also seen in 

heavy clenchers, is the deposit of bone on the inside of 
the lower jaw near the bicuspid and canine teeth.   

 
These are called tori.  A torus (singular) or tori (plural) 
may also occur in the midline of the upper palate.  It may 

appear as a single bump, an elongated bony ridge or a 
four lobed, cauliflower appearing, bony hard swelling.   

The reason for the tori is to reinforce the bone that is 
flexing as a result of clenching.  It is a reactive process by 

the body to counteract the flexure of the bones due to 
excessive mechanical stress.  
 

Occasionally, a bony ridge may appear in the gums 
around the necks of teeth--especially the molars and 

bicuspids.  When present, it is usually on the cheek side 
of the teeth but can be found on the lingual (tongue or 
palatal) side as well.  This is a reactive process to the 

movement of the teeth within the bone.  The body is 
trying to brace or reinforce the teeth to keep them from 

moving.  
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Signs of nighttime bruxing are tired or sore jaws in the 
morning.  Limitation of opening movement, difficulty 

keeping the mouth open for even short periods of time 
without fatigue and spontaneous closing of the 

mouth.  You spouse may tell you that you were making 
terrible noises at night with your teeth while you were 
sleeping-you cannot reproduce these noises awake.  The 

sound is kind of glass rubbing on glass and it "creeps you 
out" when you hear it-like fingernails on a blackboard.  
 

Is there a cure for TMJ?  Yes and no. TMJ is a very 
complicated condition.  It is sometime not possible to tell 

if stress or a bad bite causes the muscle spasm. 
Clenching and bruxing due to physical or emotional stress 

creates the conditions necessary for the muscles to 
spasm, leading to a change in the bite and then 
predisposing to further problems.  Conversely, a bad bite 

may lead to constant stress on the muscles and then 
spasm.  Kind of a chicken and egg problem...  
 

TMJ/TMD should be treated very conservatively. Try to 

use non-invasive, reversible modalities such as bite splint 
therapy, muscle relaxants, antianxiety medications, and 
anti-inflammatory medications. On rare occasion, a bite 

adjustment of the nature teeth may be needed to remove 
a gross prematurity.  Surgery is indicated in less than 1% 

of all TMJ episodes.  Never use it as a treatment of first 
choice.  The same is true for expensive x-ray 
exams.  While they can be helpful in some cases, their 

costs are more than offset by conservative therapy that 
seems to be working.  Leave the surgery and radiologic 

exams for refractory cases.  In the absence of pain, 
treatment of joint sounds and deviations of movement is 
not usually recommended.  
 

If you have been diagnosed with TMJ please note that it 
may recur intermittently.  
 

Common TMJ symptoms are:  

- Headaches  

- Pain behind the eyes  

- Dizziness  

- Earaches or ringing of the ears  

- Clenching or grinding of the teeth  

- Neck, shoulder, or back pain  

- Numbness, or tingling of the fingers  
 

Generally, it is agreed that a poor bite will predispose to 
TMJ as well as "premature contacts-especially on the side 

surfaces of the back teeth.  Certain occlusal schemes may 
also predispose to the condition.  The inability to "ride" on 
the back sides of the upper front teeth with the lower 

front teeth (anterior disclusion) will contribute to severe 
wear of the back teeth and possible TMJ.  
 

This is easily seen in a patient who has a severe under 

bite.  The lower teeth stick out way beyond the upper 
teeth.  As a result, the only teeth that can touch in any 
movements are the back teeth.  

There are two reflex movements in the mouth depending 
on which teeth touch.  If the back teeth touch food, a 

message is sent to the brain to CRUSH that food.  So you 
will bite harder.  An opposite reflex signal is sent when 
only front teeth touch.  This is called nocioceptive 

inhibition.  In this case, both temporalis muscles fail to 
contract or only slightly.  These are the muscles 

associated with bruxism and are the largest and most 
powerful of the biting muscles.  In an ideal bite, you want 
the front teeth to begin to separate the back teeth as 
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soon as any forward or sideways 
movement begins to occur, shutting off 

the need to clench really hard.  
 

You can also do an interesting 
experiment to see how these reflexes 
work.  Put your fingertips to your temple 

on each side of you head-above the ear 
and behind the eyes.  Clench you molar 

or back teeth together.  What did you 
feel?  You should have noticed the 
muscle tense up in that area.  This is the 

Temporalis Muscle, the largest and most 
powerful muscle used to close the 

mouth.  Now, jut your jaw forward just 
enough so that only the upper and lower 
front teeth touch and bite the front teeth 

together as hard as you want.  Feel the 
muscle- as you do this nothing 

happens!  The brain's sensing of front 
tooth contact has shut off the 

contraction of the Temporalis muscles.  
 

There is a growing body of evidence that 

suggests that people who clench, 
especially during sleep are more prone to both tension 

and migraine headaches.  The constant fatigue created by 
the clenching sort of "overloads" the Trigeminal Nerve 
root.  This nerve also innervates some of the vasculature 

and covering of the brain.  What happens next is still 
speculative, but if the Trigeminal Nerve ganglion starts to 

spontaneously "fire", you can then get vascular changes 
in the brain and a migraine starts.  It's sort of like a mini 
seizure and that is why some migraine patients are 

treated with anti-seizure medications.  

 

Remember the cascade effect I 

mentioned before?  In addition to 
cascading muscle contractions of 

both jaw joints, there can also be a 
cascade of muscle spasms starting 
at the head and then moving down 

the neck and back.  Once one 
muscle begins to fail at its job, 

others try to compensate and begin 
to fatigue and fail.  Finally, 
everything can begin to hurt-sore 

jaws, sore head, sore neck, and sore 
back.  
 

Finally, why do you say that the 
regulator bite causes bite 

problems?  

 

The normal regulator bite tabs are 
located on the bicuspid and molar 

teeth.  In this position, they actually 
stimulate the jaw to bite 
harder.  The more fatigued you 

become, the harder you bite.  This 
can precipitate a TMJ episode.  
 

An ideal regulator bite would have only the front teeth 
touch.  Unfortunately, it is difficult to impossible to create 

this type of device without compromising airflow.  A 
custom bite is next--allowing a more even distribution of 

forces on the teeth.  Its drawback is that since the back 
teeth are touching, you will still clench.  Another 
drawback is that few people are capable of properly 

setting the proper "hinge axis" on the custom bite to 

Related links:  

 Temporomandibular 

Disorders - TMJ/TMD...A 
Discussion About Diagnosis 
and Treatment.  
http://www.drsidholleman.com/  

 Dental Compression Syndromes  
http://www.toothcrunch.com/  

 Tempero Mandibular Diseases  
http://www.nidcr.nih.gov/health/p
ubs/tmd/main.htm  

 Temporomandibular Joint 

Disorders  

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch  
http://www.utmb.edu/otoref/Grnd
s/tmj-1998/tmj.htm  

 Internal Derangements of the 

Temporomandibular Joint: 
The Role of Arthroscopic 
Surgery and Arthrocentesis  
http://www.cda-adc.ca/jcda/vol-
66/issue-4/199.html  

http://www.drsidholleman.com/
http://www.toothcrunch.com/
http://www.nidcr.nih.gov/health/pubs/tmd/main.htm
http://www.nidcr.nih.gov/health/pubs/tmd/main.htm
http://www.utmb.edu/otoref/Grnds/tmj-1998/tmj.htm
http://www.utmb.edu/otoref/Grnds/tmj-1998/tmj.htm
http://www.cda-adc.ca/jcda/vol-66/issue-4/199.html
http://www.cda-adc.ca/jcda/vol-66/issue-4/199.html
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match the proper fit of the jaw joints. Finally, the U.S. 
Divers ComfoBite mouthpiece may be useful because it 

"floats in the mouth-requiring little or no biting to hold it 
in the mouth.  
 

Treatment for internal derangements and symptomatic 
TMJ is by the use of anti-inflammatory medications such 

as Ibuprofen, Naproxsen, Rofecoxib, and even 
aspirin.  Care to avoid these drugs in the presence of 

aspirin allergy, aspirin related asthma, allergy to 
sulfonamindes, and gastric bleeding should be noted.  
 

Moist heat to the affected joint may be useful.  A soft 
diet, No chewing gum, Care not to bite big sandwiches or 

wide yawns, don't sleep on the side of your face. A bite 
guard or splint therapy may be necessary.  Occasionally, 
muscle relaxants, minor tranquilizers, and even anti-

depressants may be used.  Isometric exercises can be 
used as well.  
 

In the event you do have the above signs and symptoms, 

see you doctor and/or dentist first to rule out infections of 
the ears, sinuses, teeth and gums.  
 

So, what started out as a discussion of sore jaws and 
diving turns into a complicated story about muscles, 

joints, discs, spasms and headaches.   
 
Can a regulator cause jaw pain or limitation of 

opening?  Yes.  Lots of things can do this and most of the 
time the predisposing factors are more important than 

the regulator mouthpiece.  
 

 

 

8 Regulator Mouthpieces 
Common Types of Scuba Diving 

Mouthpieces 
By Natalie Gibb 

http://scuba.about.com/od/regulators/tp/Regulator-Mouthpieces.htm 

 

Do you feel jaw strain after diving? Does your regulator 
mouthpiece bother you? If so, changing your mouthpiece 
style may make diving more comfortable. Before 

swapping out your mouthpiece, keep a few things in 
mind: 

• Be sure that the new mouthpiece will fit on your 
regulator's second stage, as not every mouthpiece 

will fit every regulator. 

 

• Many of the mouthpiece styles listed below are 
available in a variety of materials. Cheaper 

mouthpieces are usually made from lower quality 
materials. 

 

• Once you find a mouthpiece style that suites you, 
buy several mouthpieces and keep the spares in 

your save-a-dive kit. 
 

1. Standard Mouthpiece 

 
The most common regulator 

mouthpiece has two small, untextured 
tabs which the diver bites down on to 
keep the regulator in his mouth. These 

mouthpieces fit easily inside most 
divers' mouths, and smaller versions 

are available for child divers. Some 
divers complain that they must bite down hard on 

http://0.tqn.com/d/scuba/1/0/8/G/-/-/Standard.jpg
http://scuba.about.com/bio/Natalie-Gibb-70567.htm
http://scuba.about.com/od/regulators/tp/Regulator-Mouthpieces.htm
http://scuba.about.com/od/equipment/ig/Parts-of-a-Reg/PrimarySecondStage.htm
http://scuba.about.com/od/equipment/p/Creating-A-Save-A-Dive-Kit-For-Scuba-Trips.htm
http://www.leisurepro.com/Catalog.aspx?op=ItemDisplay&ProductID=AQUMPBK&Page=1&Term=mouthpiece&Hit=1
http://scuba.about.com/od/scuba101/p/Scuba-Diving-Lessons-For-Kids.htm
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standard mouthpieces to keep them in place, while divers 
who dislike using bulky mouthpieces may prefer this 

simple style. 
 

2. Long Bite Mouthpiece 
 

Long bite mouthpieces have long bite 

tabs that extend far into a diver's 
mouth. This distributes the pressure 

from the mouthpiece across more of 
the diver's teeth. Most divers find long 
bite mouthpieces very comfortable, 

however divers with short mouths may 
find this style of mouthpiece annoying. (I have a narrow 

mouth and am still comfortable using long bite 
mouthpieces). My favorite brand of long bite mouthpiece 
is made by Trident, and molded of very soft, flexible 

silicon. 
 

3. Bridged Mouthpiece 
 

Bridged mouthpieces have an arched 
piece of silicon connecting the bite tabs. 
This silicon "bridge" sits against the roof 

of the diver's mouth, locking the 
mouthpiece in place and reducing the 

effort required to keep the mouthpiece 
in place. Some divers love this 

mouthpiece style, and claim it reduces jaw fatigue. Other 

divers hate the feeling of the silicon pressing against the 
roof of their mouths. As a diver with a narrow mouth, I 

find that bridged mouthpieces do not sit smoothly against 
the roof of my mouth, and tend to cause a blister. One 
example of a bridged mouthpiece is the Aqua Lung 

Comfo-Bite Mouthpiece®. 

4. Minimalist Mouthpiece 
 

Divers who dislike the feeling of a 
mouth full of silicon are likely to enjoy 

these minimalist mouthpieces. The 
mouthpieces have small, triangular 
tabs that fit into the middle of a diver's 

mouth without placing any pressure on 
his front teeth. Some divers dislike 

these mouthpieces because of the 
relatively small surface of the bite tabs, and the fact that 
the pressure from the regulator mouthpiece is 

concentrated on only a few teeth. These mouthpieces 
come standard on some styles of Cressi regulators. 

 
5. "Winged" Bite Tab Mouthpiece 
 

These mouthpieces are designed with 
"winged" bite tabs that project above 

and below the biting surface. The 
winged bite tabs help to lock the 

mouthpiece in place. Most divers will 
find these mouthpieces comfortable, 
however some divers find that the bite 

tab wings rub against their gums. This 
mouthpiece style comes standard on many Apex regulator 

second stages. 
 
6. Cushioned Mouthpiece 

 
The main feature of these mouthpieces 

are the raised "cushions" on the bite 
tabs. Manufacturers claim that these 
mouthpieces are very durable, and that 

the cushions create a tabs surface which 

http://0.tqn.com/d/scuba/1/0/5/G/-/-/LongBIte.jpg
http://0.tqn.com/d/scuba/1/0/2/G/-/-/Bridge.jpg
http://0.tqn.com/d/scuba/1/0/4/G/-/-/CressiStandard.jpg
http://0.tqn.com/d/scuba/1/0/1/G/-/-/Apex-Standard.jpg
http://0.tqn.com/d/scuba/1/0/3/G/-/-/Comfort.jpg
http://www.amazon.com/Trident-Long-Bite-Mouthpiece/dp/B002KTD6VE
http://scuba.about.com/od/regulators/tp/Regulator-Mouthpieces.htm
http://www.amazon.com/Trident-Long-Bite-Mouthpiece/dp/B002KTD6VE
http://www.leisurepro.com/Catalog.aspx?op=ItemDisplay&ProductID=UDRCBM&Page=1&Term=mouthpiece&Hit=1
http://www.leisurepro.com/Catalog.aspx?op=ItemDisplay&ProductID=UDRCBM&Page=1&Term=mouthpiece&Hit=1
http://www.leisurepro.com/Catalog.aspx?op=ItemDisplay&ProductID=UDRCBM&Page=1&Term=mouthpiece&Hit=1
http://www.scubastore.com/scuba-diving/cressi-silicone-mouthpiece/6106/p
http://scuba.about.com/od/regulators/tp/Regulator-Mouthpieces.htm
http://www.simplyscuba.com/products/Apeks/StandardMouthpiece.aspx
http://www.scubatoys.com/store/detail.asp?PRODUCT_ID=AtomicComfortMouthpiece
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is easy to hold in place with minimal effort. The key to 
purchasing this style of mouthpiece is to choose one 

made of top-quality silicon. Cheap versions of this style 
are uncomfortably hard. Divers with narrow mouths may 

find that these mouthpieces are a bit wide and do not 
conform easily to a narrow mouth shape. One popular 
version of this style of the Atomic Comfort Mouthpiece. 

 
7. Tooth-Covering Mouthpiece 

 
Tooth-covering mouthpieces have a 
thin flap of silicon that projects above 

and below the mouthpiece and sits in 
front of the diver's teeth. This locks the 

mouthpiece between the diver's gums 
and lips, reducing the effort required to 
keep the mouthpiece in place. If the 

mouthpiece fits correctly, this style can be very 
comfortable and quite effective at reducing jaw fatigue. 

However, divers with sensitive gums may not like this 
mouthpiece as it may press uncomfortably against the 

front of a diver's gums and the inside of his lips. These 
mouthpieces are also more difficult to insert into a small 
mouth than lower profile mouthpieces. Tooth-covering 

mouthpieces are now a standard mouthpiece style for 
many SCUBAPRO regulators. 

 
8. Customizable Mouthpieces 
 

Moldable mouthpieces allow divers to 
custom fit a mouthpiece. The diver 

trims the mouthpiece to the desired 
length, heats it, and then bites down 
on it to mold it to his unique dental 

features. Many divers swear by 

customizable mouthpieces (the one shown here is a 
SeaCure® Mouthpiece), and claim they are the most 

comfortable mouthpieces on the market. However, keep 
in mind that customizable mouthpieces should not be 

used on alternate air source regulators, or regulators that 
are handed off in an emergency to share air with a 
buddy. The custom mouthpiece may make breathing from 

the regulator difficult or impossible for another diver. 

2013  EVENTS 

 

DUI Offers Special Training Workshop for 

Public Safety Dive Teams  
 

DUI’s Dive Ops program is conducted as part of the 

annual DUI Drysuit Demo Tour. The workshop gives Dive 

Teams access to equipment and training to keep them 

safer, tips on grant writing, the ability to network with 

other teams, as well as the opportunity to TEST DIVE the 

equipment. GET A DUI GEAR GUIDE FREE 

 

Ocean Technology Systems 
Certified Technician Course 
Schedule 

 
If you need to renew or get started on 

becoming a certified technician for the Guardian or 
Interspiro mask, here is your chance!  
 

 

DEMA- Orlando, FL 

Nov 2-3 Chiefland, FL Manatee Springs 

*Nov 23-

24 

Terrell, TX Clear Springs Scuba Park 

*Risk Management through Advanced Technology for Public Safety 

Professionals & Dive Teams at these Events on Friday 

http://0.tqn.com/d/scuba/1/0/6/G/-/-/ScubaproComfort.jpg
http://0.tqn.com/d/scuba/1/0/7/G/-/-/SeaCure.jpg
http://www.scubatoys.com/store/detail.asp?PRODUCT_ID=AtomicComfortMouthpiece
http://www.simplyscuba.com/products/Scubapro/SupercomfortMouthpiece.aspx
http://scuba.about.com/od/regulators/tp/Regulator-Mouthpieces.htm
http://www.seacure1.com/
http://lnk.ie/ELVN/e=PSDiverMonthly@aol.com/http:/www.dui-online.com/Catalog/index.html
http://www.dui-online.com/demo_main_public_safety.html
http://www.dui-online.com/demo_main_public_safety.html
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Interspiro AGA - Thursday, November 7, 2013 
Guardian - Friday, November 8, 2013 

 

We also provide the Guardian technician course online 

for your convenience if you can't make it to the classes. 
Please inquire with Amie Litzinger to reserve your space 
or for more information: amie@otscomm.com 

 

 
November 6-9, 2013 

DEMA Show 2013 
Orlando, Florida 

 
November 12-14 
Subsea Survey IMMR 

Galveston, TX 
www.subseasurvey.com 

 
December 
Oil & Gas Safety Conference/OSHA E&P 

www.oshasafetyconference.org/Events/ugm/Osha2012/de
fault.aspx    

 

If you have an event to share, email the 
information to PSDiverMonthly@aol.com 

Subject Line - EVENTS 

Continuing  

Education 
 

PSDM-CE-105 
 

1) The term “Golden Hour” is a surface based 
term based on _______ and is not 

considered appropiate for underwater time 
measurements in live saving. 

a. That time in which rescuers must 

assemble to begin an operation. 
b. The amount of time in which a victim 

must call 911 for help. 
c. 60 minutes plus travel time to a hospital 
d. The victim receiving advanced life 

support within 60 minutes of onset 
including initial sustained efforts and 

beginning within 10 minutes of the body 
failing to provide the basic functions. 

e. The time after reaching a hospital for 

treatment. 

2) PSD scuba skills are  ____________. 

a. The same as recreation, as diving is 
diving 

b. Only a little harder than recreational 

c. Considerably different than recreational 
d. No different than recreational if you are 

a fireman and use an SCBA 
 

3) Any sonar will do for the first 2 hours of 

search. 
a. True 

b. False 

ERDI Training Events 
 
10/26/13 Dive Birmingham Show - AL 
10/27/13 Instructor Trainer Workshop - FL 
11/01/13 DUI ERDI Demo Days, FL 
11/06/13 DEMA Seminars, FL 
11/07/13 DEMA Tech Party, FL 
11/10/13 Hollis Rebreather Course, FL 
11/22/13 Instructor Trainer Workshop - AUS 
11/22/13 DUI ERDI Demo Days, TX 
12/13/13 DRT Show, Hong Kong 

mailto:amie@otscomm.com
http://www.dema.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=242
http://www.subseasurvey.com/
http://www.subseasurvey.com/
http://www.oshasafetyconference.org/Events/ugm/Osha2012/default.aspx
http://www.oshasafetyconference.org/Events/ugm/Osha2012/default.aspx
mailto:PSDiverMonthly@aol.com
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2f2013%2f01%2f102613-dive-2013-birmingham-nec-show%2f
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2fdiver-instructor-trainer-workshop%2f
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2f2013%2f01%2f11113-erdi-dui-public-safety-event-demotour-manatee-springs-fl%2f
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2fdema-show-2013-seminars%2f
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2f2013%2f01%2f11-7-13-tech-party-at-dema-2013%2f
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2f2013%2f04%2ftdi-hollis-explorer-sport-rebreather-course%2f
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2fdiver-instructor-trainer-workshop%2f
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2f2013%2f01%2f112213-erdi-dui-public-safety-event-demotour-clear-springs-scuba-park-tx%2f
http://www.enews.me/t.aspx?S=2&ID=784&NL=31&N=740&SI=199590&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.tdisdi.com%2fwpsite%2f2013%2f01%2fdrt-show-diving-resort-travel-hong-kong%2f
www.sditdi.com
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4) For the best results in sonar images the 
boat speed should:  

a. Vary on each leg run 
b. Be twice as fast as the scan display 

c. Boat speed has nno bearing on sonar 
target display, 

d. Remain constant 

 
5) Effective dive missions are best when 

__________. 
a. The missiion is completed in 30 minutes 

or less 

b. Only the minimum numbers of divers are 
used 

c. Adjacent teams are used  
d. A paid department is used 

 

6) PSD training should include periodically 
refreshing and demonstration of _______: 

a. Mask clearing 
b. Low or out of air ascents 

c. Loss of weight belts/weights 
d. Disorentiation 
e. Loss of communication ability 

f. All of the above 
 

7) Any drowning should be considered 
“criminal” until an investigation is 
completed.  

a. True 
b. False 

 
8) Intra and Inter agency cooperation is 

necessdary to achieve good end results for a 

search. 

a. True 
b. False 

 
9) TMD experiences can be considerably 

lessened by the use of  ___________. 
a. chewing gum 
b. higher oxygen pressures 

c. removing any denture before diving 
d. FFM 

 
10)   PSD divers require intense training above 

recreational skills. 

a. True 
b.  False 

 
11)  Redundant air supplies should be available 

via a/an _______.  

a. Extra-long hose and regulator  
b. Switch block 

c. Your buddies spare air 
d. No need as long as you are on surface 

air. 
 

12)  In order to produce the best target for 

sonar scan should be run several times and 
at different path angles. 

a. True 
b. False 

 

13) A redndant air source is diffferent from 
redundant air supply. 

a. True 
b. False 
 

14) Sonar image distortion  can be the result of 
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a. yaw 
b. roll 

c. pitch 
d. any instability in the towfish. 

 
15) One way to reduce jaw strain after diving is   

to 

a. change the mouthpiece 
b. Take ibuprophen 

c. Use a custom fit mask 
d. Increase the trip pressure on the 

regulator 

 

Team Discussion 
 

1. As a team, discuss your protocols for your 

implementation of the “Golden Hour”. 
 

2. As a team, discuss the sonar system(s) that you 
have and how you use it and where you can 
improve. Reference Mark Atherton’s last 4 articles. 

 
3. As a team, discuss the aspects of dog scents and 

how the scent pattern can assist in location. 
 

4. In the emergency scenario described in the 
editorial, if your training for use of a regulator 
necklace included something as simple as “in an 

event that requires the FFM to be removed and an 
alternate regulator air source employed, the diver 

will grasp the secondary regulator FIRST and use it 
and the hand holding it to push the FFM off the 
face. Doing this step should prevent the outcome 

described. This or a similar method should keep the 
diver from becoming more entangled when 

changing to a secondary air source supplied by a 
regulator attached to a regulator necklace under 

the divers chin. As a team, discuss other potential 
emergencies and how to overcome them using 

worst case scenarios. 
 

 

IMPORTANT NUMBERS: 
 

Chemical spill information can be obtained by 
calling 1-800-424-9300. 

 

DAN Medical Information Line at 1-919-684-2948 
DAN operates a 24-hour emergency hotline 

(1-919-684-9111) to help divers in need of medical 

emergency assistance for diving or non-diving 
incidents 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
1600 Clifton Rd. Atlanta, GA 30333, USA 

800-CDC-INFO   (800-232-4636) 

cdcinfo@cdc.gov 
 
 

 

If you would like to be part of our Continuing 
Education Team and help us with this section 
contact Mark at PSDiverMonthly@aol.com – 

Subject Line: Continuing Ed. to participate. For 
details, email PSDiverMonthly@aol.com 

PSDIVER MONTHLY 

THE FIRST 38 
 

A collection of our first 38 
issues on one disk. 

Click HERE to Order 
PSDiver Monthly – 

THE FIRST 38 - only $20.00 

file:///C:/Users/owner/Documents/PSDivers%20Monthly/Issue%2096/cdcinfo@cdc.gov
mailto:PSDiverMonthly@aol.com
mailto:PSDiverMonthly@aol.com
mailto:PSDiverMonthly@aol.com
mailto:PSDiverMonthly@aol.com
mailto:PSDiverMonthly@aol.com
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We welcome all training agencies and organizations  

These training agencies have recognized PSDiver 

Monthly as a valued addition to their programs and 
Continuing Education requirements. 

 
 

Issue 105 CE Answers 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

PSDiver Monthly is a free subscriber E-Zine 
distributed by Press Release notice and website 

download. PSDiver Monthly is not bound by borders 
and while our largest subscriber base is in North 

America, we have a worldwide subscriber base. 
 

PSDiver Monthly is the magazine for PSDiver.com 
and is edited and published by     Mark Phillips 

 

Associate Editors:  
Dominique Evans-Bye  

 

Continuing Education Editor:     Chuck Elgin 
 

For advertising and sponsor rates, please email: 

psdivermonthly@aol.com 
 

PSDiver is a downloadable Internet Magazine. 
Subscribers are notified via permission based email 

that a new issue is available for download.  
 

Public Safety Diving 
Association(PSDA) recognizes and 

approves the PSDiver CE program.  Each 

month’s Q&A program credits 1 CEU for 

renewal up to a maximum of 3 CEUs from 

this source for each year’s renewal. 
 

ERDI Recognizes and 

supports the PSDiver Monthly 

CE Program. Contact your ERDI 

Instructor for details. 
 

Life Saving Resources 
Lifesaving Resources advocates the 
need for Public Safety and Rescue 

personnel to be trained in Water and 
Ice Rescue and recognizes the PSDiver 
Monthly CE Program for continuing 

education training and credits. 
 

Lifeguard Systems – TEAM LGS 
 

Dive Rescue International 
 

Dive Rescue International has 
remained exclusively 

committed to providing 
training and equipment for all 

public safety professionals 
involved in aquatic incidents. 
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